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Glossary
Within BENEFIT certain terms are used throughout. These are described here.
Collective BENEFIT database: This is the BENEFIT database consisting, at the start of the project,
of seventy-five case studies of funding transport infrastructure and twenty-four country profiles.
These are published data from COST Action TU1001 and the OMEGA Centre megaprojects. During
the course of the project, the database will be supplemented with at least twenty-eight more cases
of funding/financing infrastructure (in particular public funding/financing, which are less
represented).
Funding Scheme: A funding scheme is considered to be any combination of private and public
income generated by or towards the infrastructure over its life cycle. These may include any
combination of user contribution (tolls, fees, fares etc.) or public contributions based on direct and
indirect taxation etc. Public funding may also take on the form of availability fees, shadow tolls etc.
Financing Scheme: A Financing scheme is considered to be any combination of public and/or
private financial investments required by the infrastructure over its life cycle.
Business model: The business model describes the business case of the overall investment in the
project. Depending on the context, it may be narrowed, including strictly the infrastructure projects
considered, or it may be widened, including other planned and commonly designed activities in
order to capture other “planning gains” (and other value-added services) and even exploiting
synergies across the sectors (e.g. transport, energy, ICT). The latter incorporates the notion of
innovative procurement and other approaches to infrastructure delivery, now in the pilot phase.
Key Elements: Elements are groups of variable project dimensions of the same context, which
influence the performance of the funding scheme and financing scheme. Elements, as noted in
Figure 1.1.1 [of the proposal/contract], are the implementation environment (socio-political, micro
and macroeconomic, institutional, regulatory, etc.); the transport mode (functionality; natural and
contractual exclusivity, etc.); business model structure; funding scheme; financing scheme and
governance and institutional arrangement (risk allocation; decision making processes; ownership
rights, etc.).
Typology: A typology concerns groups of factors describing a project that contribute in
demonstrating a particular behaviour. Example: Negative Private investment environment type in
the implementation context typology. The group of factors leading to the demonstration of this
behaviour may be: poor growth forecast, lack of enabling legal framework etc. Typologies for every
element (context) will be generated during the project using the collective BENEFIT database
(country profiles and case studies) as field examples and desk research. Quantitative and
qualitative analysis are the analytical tools that may be used.
Decision Matching Framework: This is the Analysis and Decision Framework to be developed by the
BENEFIT project. The framework will contain typologies influencing the overall performance of the
investment. It will initially be developed using hypotheses of optimum matching between types,
which are confirmed as Matching Principles (rules describing how optimum performance may be
achieved) during the course of the project. As such, it could be used as an analysis tool (e.g.
identification of “mismatches”) or decision tool (e.g. given the types of elements, which funding
scheme type or project rating framework (expressed as the risk to match a specific financing
scheme) or project rating enhancing framework (which types may be changed and in which direction
to improve project rating) is most appropriate).
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the BENEFIT Project
BENEFIT seeks to take an innovative approach by analysing funding schemes within an inter-related
system. Funding schemes are deemed to be “successful” (or not) depending on the Business Model
that generates them as well as their stakeholders and policy contexts. The performance of the
Business Model is affected by the implementation typology and the transport mode context – together
with other contextual changes over time and space, including changes in overarching policy
frameworks. It is matched successfully (or not) by a financing scheme. Relations between actors are
partially described by a governance model (contracting arrangements). These are key elements in
Transport Infrastructure Provision, Operation and Maintenance, as illustrated by Figure 1.1.1.

Figure 1.1.1: BENEFIT Key Elements in Transport Infrastructure Production, Operation and
Maintenance
Success in relation to the application of a particular business model is seen here as an assessment of
the appropriate matching of elements. Within BENEFIT funding and financing schemes are analysed
in this respect. Describing these key elements proposed through their characteristics and attributes
and clustering each of them into typologies is the basis of, first, developing a generic input/output
model. Identifying best matches and their inter-relations (matching principles) leads to move from a
generic model to a Decision Matching Framework that is developed to provide policy makers and
providers of funding (and financing) extensive comparative information on the advantages and
limitations of different funding schemes for transport infrastructure projects and improve the
awareness of policy makers on the needs of projects serving an efficient and performing transport
network within the Horizon 2050. Moreover, the model allows policy makers to identify changes that
may be undertaken in order to improve the potential of success, such as improving the value
proposition of the business model.
In developing this model, BENEFIT takes stock of project profiles known to its partners in combination
with a meta-analysis of relevant EC funded research and other studies carried out with respect to
funding schemes for transport (and other) infrastructure and direct contact with key stakeholder
groups.
8

More specifically, BENEFIT uses the published project profile descriptions of seventy-five transport
infrastructure projects funded and financed by public and private resources from nineteen European
and four non–European Countries covering all modes of transport. It also exploits twenty-four
European country profiles with respect to contextual issues (institutions, regulations, macroeconomic
and other settings) influencing funding and financing of transport infrastructure. This data has been
produced within the framework of activities undertaken by the OMEGA Centre for Mega Projects in
Transport and Development and the COST Action TU1001 on Public Private Partnerships in
Transport: Trends and Theory. In addition, BENEFIT, through its partnership and respective experts,
consolidates almost twenty years of successful European Commission research with respect to
issues related to transport infrastructure and planning, assessment and pricing of transport services.
In this sense the approach is supported by the tacit knowledge and insights of the BENEFIT
partnership with respect to infrastructure projects in transport.
By applying the Decision Matching Framework, BENEFIT undertakes:
 An ex-post analysis and assessment of alternative funding schemes (such as public, PPP and
other) based on existing experiences in different transport sectors and geographical areas
and their assessment with respect to economic development, value for public money, user
benefits, life-cycle investment, efficiency, governance and procurement modalities, etc.; and,
provides lessons learned, identification of the limitations of the various schemes and the
impact of the economic and financial crisis.
 An ex-ante (forward) analysis and assessment of the potential of transport investments and
the related funding schemes, including innovative procurement schemes still in a pilot phase,
to contribute to economic recovery, growth and employment, in view of future infrastructure
needs with a 2050 horizon for modern infrastructure, smart pricing and funding.
BENEFIT is concluded within twenty one months and bears the following stakeholder focus and policy
scenarios:
 Transport infrastructure business models and their project rating: Improved value propositions
lead to funding schemes with enhanced creditworthiness enabling viable financing, balancing
of project financing and funding risks, increasing the value basis of stakeholders and
highlighting the potential of transport investments.
 Transferability of findings with respect to lessons learned, limitations and the impact of the
economic and financial crisis through the introduction of typologies for particular sets of
stakeholder under different scenarios.
 Open-access case study database in a wiki format, allowing for continuous updates and
providing a knowledge base serving both practitioners and researchers.

1.2 Contribution of this Report to the BENEFIT Project
The work undertaken under Task 3.1 aims to deliver against the following objectives, as stated in the
BENEFIT proposal:
“The task concerns pulling together the typologies identified in WP2 and creating a set of hypotheses,
which should untimely guide the matching of the basic elements of WP2. It concerns hypotheses with
respect to matching risk profiles in order to secure that the designed performance is met in terms of
sustainability (economic, environmental, social and institutional). Within this task, the indicators of
each sustainability dimension will be analysed. For example: economic: value for money, efficiency,
return for private investment, life cycle investments (including maintenance), pricing of positive and
negative externalities etc.; environmental: impact on the environment, promotion of transport policy
with respect to the environment etc.; social: growth, employment, social acceptance; institutional:
promotion of innovation; regulation etc. The deliverable is a framework of principal hypotheses –
matching principles – by which best matches may be achieved and thus optimum performance of the
funding and financing schemes for the particular business model under the implementation and
transport mode context in the defined governance arrangement.”
9

In this context, Task 3.1 seeks to investigate and identify the ways in which project typologies are
combined and are interrelated as a basis for synthesising and proposing “matching principles”
between project-system elements (see Figure 1.1.1) and project behaviour. Project behaviour in the
context of this task corresponds to project performance, which BENEFIT suggests that can be
evidenced by and assessed through the values that typologies assume at different points during the
lifetime of a project. As described in the following, by assuming that the original project-system setup
is correct, variations in typology values during the life-time of the project in correlation with variations
in expected outcomes, are used to confirm and/or explain mismatches in the original setup.
Therefore, the approach does not view the project-system from any particular stakeholder viewpoint.
It considers that the various stakeholder interests have been “balanced” before the project-system
was put into place. System outputs / project outcomes may be weighted differently by various
stakeholders according to their individual objectives and perspectives. However, this is not the
concern of this task nor of BENEFIT in general. The assessment of project outcomes remains to be
carried out by each stakeholder based on the respective value system endorsed in each case and lies
outside the scope of BENEFIT.
This task builds on the work of WP2 and utilises the typologies already established in Tasks 2.2, 2.3
and 2.4 in order to:
 Identify their interrelationships
 Establish methodological approaches for estimating their values (scores) at certain points in
the project lifecycle which are assumed to reflect different performance states of the project.
Such time-specific snapshots are expected to reflect different policy contexts and have
different meaning for different project stakeholders.
 Estimate their scores and possible differential weightings among them that would reflect the
magnitude of their influence on project performance (as described by the corresponding
business model) for both privately and publicly financed projects.
 Investigate and identify “matching principles” between project typologies with respect to
project performance, which will then need to be validated and calibrated in Task 4.1 stage 2.

1.3 Report Structure
This section provides a guide to what is included in the report. After discussing how this deliverable
fits in the wider context of the BENEFIT project, (Chapter 1) this report aims to develop and explain
the analytical model (“The Matching Framework”) of the research which will be subsequently used for
the ex-post and ex ante analysis of cases collected in the BENEFIT database.
Chapter 2 presents the methodological underpinnings of the “Matching Framework”. BENEFIT
conceptualises transport infrastructure projects as systems of interrelated elements. A system’s
representation is therefore adopted that aims to capture the interaction of the elements and relate
them with inputs and outputs. In this Chapter basic methodological assumptions are also stated and
limitations of the model are identified.
Chapter 3 contains the discussion of the system model, which is the key analytical tool of this
research. The configuration of the system model is presented in Figure 3.1.1 whereby its core
function is the Business Model typology. The Business Model typology has a systemic relation with all
other typologies that are part of this system model. The interactions among them are considered to be
influencing the ability of a project to deliver against its originally anticipated objectives. These
objectives are considered to be an input to the system model and are, in turn, compared with project
outcomes, generated as outputs of the system model. While the “Matching Framework” does not seek
to address different stakeholder perspectives/agendas and only partially examines the impact of
policy contexts on system model outputs, the dialectic here between internal and external influences
of the project and its context and other specific factors is explored, together with the main
interrelations between the main typologies of the system model.
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Because the “Matching Framework” is in essence a research tool, explaining how it works is crucial.
This is also done in Chapter 3. The complicated set of typologies, dimensions, inputs and their
relationships is captured in a detailed matrix (Typology Interrelationship Matrix – TIM) of reciprocal
influences between typologies that forms the basis of the more detailed diagram of the system. This
map of influences enables the definition of the matching principles for internal project balance and
thereby informs assumptions about how the system works relative to project outputs. Once all
influences and interrelationships have been validated, the system model will allow, in the next steps of
the research, to examine a series of snapshots of the transport projects – with aggregate scores for
each typology derived from the scoring of different dimension indicators. Each snapshot of the project
will be categorised in relation to project performance at the moment in time when the snapshot was
taken.
Chapter 4 discusses the characteristics of each project typology: the way they are refined for the
purpose of Task 3.1, the granularity they contribute to the system model, as well as the reciprocal
interrelations between typologies. Additionally, this chapter also presents the proposed methodologies
that will be used for scoring these typologies in the forthcoming ex-post and ex ante analysis of cases.
In Chapter 5, the potential application of the model is illustrated together with its relevance. Even if the
interrelationships between certain typologies cannot be modelled, due to the level of complexity and
subjectivity that the process entails, the mapping of the scores of different typology dimensions in
different stages of transport project development facilitates the identification of patterns in the
combination of typology scores associated with the desired performance (financial or other) of a
project. The model together with other qualitative information from project profiles, allows for a deeper
understanding of how transport infrastructure projects are influenced by the funding and financing
schemes, as well as other typologies.
Finally, Chapter 6 of this report outlines how the model is to be tested and calibrated in order to be
used in subsequent tasks of BENEFIT. This involves using a detailed validation methodology whose
steps utilise information captured in the BENEFIT database. The completion of this activity will allow
the exploitation of the model as an ex post and ex-ante assessment tool for policy makers and other
interested stakeholders.
The Annex of this report contains supplementary information pertaining to the various individual
typologies and their scoring methodologies (where applicable).
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2. Methodology
2.1 Introduction
Under BENEFIT, the entire set of project implementation characteristics is defined as a system that
comprises all identified elements, structured in typologies that influence the behaviour of the
infrastructure delivery system. These elements are namely: Implementation context, Transport mode
context, Business model, Governance, Funding scheme, and Financing scheme. Therefore, BENEFIT
conceptualises transport infrastructure projects as systems of interrelated elements. These elements
were studied under Work Package (WP) 2 (ref, BENEFIT D2.2, D2.3 and D2.4) and transformed into
typologies where key characteristics with respect to the funding and financing of transport
infrastructure where identified and organised into dimensions with quantifiable indicators used for their
measurement (Roumboutsos 2015).
The key objective of Task 3.1 is to refine the proposed typologies and map their interrelations thus
defining the BENEFIT system model. Through the identification and establishment of their
interrelations, the potential alignment of typologies will be investigated as the basis of understanding
project performance. Such analysis will render the model useful as a tool that could provide guidance
to various stakeholders and policy makers involved in such projects. The extensive comparative
information on the advantages and limitations of different typology configurations of transport
infrastructure projects will potentially improve the awareness of policymakers on the efficiency and
performance of transport networks within Horizon 2050. Additionally, the analytical framework is
intended to allow policy makers to identify changes (in the form of policy interventions and/or
adjustments) that may be undertaken in the project configuration in order to improve the project’s
performance, such as, for example, improving the value proposition of the Business model.
The proposed methodology aims to treat projects delivered both via private co-financing (e.g. PPP) as
well as public financing (as the term is used in BENEFIT) in an identical manner. This is a
fundamental characteristic of the model founded on the simple observation that in both cases the
interrelated elements comprising the transport infrastructure delivery system remain the same.
Additionally, the structure of the various typologies has been such so as to consider and reflect the
potential difference in risk perception and appetite of the various stakeholders involved in the delivery
of a transport project. This is considered in the dimensions originally defined and subsequently refined
in this Task for each one of the established typologies. In effect, the value of the methodology can be
perceived by the fact that even if the decision to move a publicly financed project forward is made, the
analysis would still be useful in identifying the “theoretical” attractiveness of such a project to its public
sponsor. Then this “theoretical” attractiveness could be related to the level of attainment of the
outcomes of this project compared to its ex-ante expectations, thus assessing its observed
performance, something that is currently missing from many publicly financed projects. However, it is
recognised that there may be cases where certain typology dimensions are irrelevant to publicly
financed projects. In such cases the corresponding dimensions will simply not be considered although
every effort has been made for the refined typologies and their dimensions to be equally suitable to
both privately co-financed and publicly financed projects.
It should be noted that the proposed methodology takes a rational systems approach and, in this
context, cannot account for political decision making. The impact of such decisions can only be
considered during the implementation phase of these projects and can manifest itself through
potential misalignments of the system elements that lead to system imbalances. Such misalignments
and their corresponding system imbalances are considered to render the system model as nonperforming and warrant rectification actions during the life-cycle of the project. These occur, in turn,
through interventions and/or adjustments to the contractual arrangement either during the original
contract duration or after it, expressed as variations or addendums to the original plan. In a nutshell,
12

sub-optimal or erratic political decisions are treated by the proposed methodology as technical
misalignments of the system model.
A key question then is: What is a system model imbalance and how is it identified?
In the context of the present analysis an imbalance will manifest itself as an actual or implied variation
of expected outcomes. This includes:
 Claims and/or contract renegotiations during the contractual period. This concerns both
privately and publically financed transport infrastructure.
 Variations in actual versus forecast traffic (categorisation variable of Task 4.1 stage 1)
 Variations in actual versus forecast revenues
1
 Variation in cost to completion (categorisation variable of Task 4.1 stage 1)
2
 Variation in time to completion (categorisation variable of Task 4.1 stage 1)
 Variation in transport goals (relief of congestion, reduction of travel time, etc.)
 Variation in expected wider outcomes (economic, environmental, social, institutional)
Notably, claims and renegotiations are the manifestation of imbalances occurring within the
contractual agreement, and are many times the result of the manifestation of any or all of the
previously mentioned variations. The variations themselves are directly related to imbalances within
the ex-ante considered Business model based on which the project was structured and delivered.

2.2 Assumptions
The proposed system model (henceforth “model”) is built on a foundation of assumptions that define
the performance of the Business Model (BM). These assumptions extend to the way in which the
performance of the BM is influenced by the corresponding Funding scheme and Financing scheme
typologies as well as by the overarching Implementation Context and Transport Mode context
typologies and the system/project rules imposed by the Governance typology. The system model
concerns, and therefore reflects, the structural aspects of any transport project. It could thus be
perceived as a “structural” model.
Moreover, the system model is based on a number of additional assumptions that are briefly
highlighted below:
 The proposed model is heuristic, i.e. it takes an exploratory approach to problem-solving and
utilises self-learning techniques (such as the evaluation of feedback) to improve its
performance. Consequently its validation is of paramount importance and is foreseen to take
place in a step-wise manner, as explained in Chapter 6.


The model is, in concept, dynamic in nature, as the values of the indicators of the various
typology dimensions may change over time and influence each other based on their
interrelations. However, as the framework is designed to function as an ex-post assessment
tool, it does not rely on an analytical computational algorithm, as would be expected, leading
to a system dynamics simulation but, at least in this task, limits itself to making discrete
assessments over time based on the project timeline. Essentially, the model is designed to be
“static” in nature from an operational perspective, while its conceptual dynamic character is
captured through the series of discrete assessments (snapshots) that are undertaken over
time.
The underlying rationale behind the operational design of the model is that each of the
possible “states” that a project can be reflected in a snapshot of its lifecycle. In a first instance
such a snapshot may be considered to reflect the project characteristics at the award stage

1
2

i.e. cost overruns
i.e. time overruns
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(e.g. for Public/PPP projects it captures their structure after commercial and financial close).
Subsequently, as the project enters into its construction and then operation phase, these
snapshots will need to be revisited/refreshed in order to re-evaluate the scores of the various
typology dimensions (and their indicators) based on whether or not initially captured or
observed conditions still hold true (i.e. depending on whether or not relevant risks have
materialised, variations in the implementation context have been observed etc.).
Therefore, the model can be perceived to be “comparative” and “static” in nature. In such an
approach, tracking change in a project can be achieved via the comparison of two different
moments in the project’s lifetime (snapshots). By using project lifetime snapshots, the model
also remedies and accounts for the “time dimension” of the system.


The driving principal threading the entire system model is the concept of low-cost and low
risk, i.e. that concept that structuring a project in a way that leads to lower cost and/or lower
risk for its stakeholders will always be preferable to an alternative. In the context of BENEFIT
it has been agreed that larger typology indicator values will always represent a better (i.e.
lower cost and/or lower risk) system state. This is an assumption that holds true for all
typologies and guides the methodologies that lead to their scoring.



All of the typology dimensions that are considered in the methodology currently carry an equal
weight - i.e. they are all considered to be equally important within the model. This aspect may
need to be reconsidered during the testing of the model in Task 4.1 stage 2.



All typology dimensions are implicitly related to risks that may or may not materialise during
the lifecycle of the project. Consequently, if risks materialise, the scores of these dimensions
will change reflecting the relevant impact (if any); if risks do not materialise then values will
remain constant thus validating the initial assumptions made in the project and BM design.
The potential consequences from the occurrence of a risk in the model are:
o A change in score of the corresponding typology dimension
o A change in score of other typologies that are interrelated to that typology
o Incurring of additional transaction costs reflected as an increase of the overall project
cost (cost overruns) or delays (time overruns)



Changes in typology scores mean that the transport project has shifted to a different set of
conditions, and, therefore, potentially, to a different performance. This, in turn, may reveal that
the alignment that was assumed at project award between the project’s Implementation
context typology and its BM and/or funding and/or financing scheme typologies may no longer
be valid. This is a fundamental assumption that guides the use of the model as will be
discussed subsequently in Chapters 3 and 6 of this report.



The decision to proceed with a project has already been made and its key objectives have
been determined - i.e. the system model does not investigate whether a project should go
ahead or not. All decisions made prior to project award are considered as input to the system.
These decisions include the project’s technical characteristics, its investment size, and the
project delivery method (i.e. use of private or public finance). Regulatory issues are also
assumed to be inputs to the model.



These decisions also reflect the balance between the various stakeholder objectives,
expressed as returns to investors (whether private or public) and project outcomes with
respect to transport goals and wider economic, environmental, social and institutional
outcomes.
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2.3 Limitations
This research is based on the adoption of a heuristic, systems approach to problem-solving. It offers a
model that incorporates a structural analytical framework that is neither agency-based nor stakeholder
based. It does not include actor strategies, actions and interactions. While this may seem, at first
sight, as a limitation, it is not. The model takes into account the impact of any actor interaction through
the values of the various typologies and their collective impact on the performance of the system.
Hence, actors and interrelations are implicitly included, while the system continues to retain a
relatively low level of complexity.
The “Matching Framework”, as described in the introduction, is based on typologies and their
corresponding dimensions and indicators. An effort has been made in this task to reduce the
complexity of the overall model by retaining only its most fundamental characteristics. This has been
done, in turn, by merging or combining typology dimensions and reducing their respective granularity.
In the process of doing so, it is possible that some important details may have been obscured. The
testing of the model on BENEFIT cases by carrying out an ex-post assessment, under stage 2 of
Task 4.1, will revisit this issue and guide the selection of the most appropriate level of model
granularity, which should be ultimately adopted and subsequently employed in all remaining tasks.
As tracking change in a project is achieved by comparing system values at different moments in the
project’s lifetime (snapshots), a major issue is data availability and accuracy at the moments of time
when a snapshot is taken. In this model, the issue of financing (see BENEFIT definition), whether
originating from the public or private sector, is important, especially as returns on investment (public
or private) need to be attained.
In the case of private investment (PPP or similar arrangement), this is quantitatively or qualitatively
assessed, depending on the availability / confidentiality of information. In the case of public
investment, this is implicitly assessed through the achievement (or not) of the anticipated benefits
(transport goals and wider impacts). It is noted that wider impacts are also considered in the case of
private investments, as the project also needs to be justifiable from a users’ or social perspective.
As described in section 2.1, variations in actual versus forecast revenues are very important in the
assessment of performance of any project including transport infrastructure ones. Project revenues
are important in securing the remuneration scheme sustainability in the case of privately financed
projects and the justification of resources for publically delivered infrastructure. However, using this
indicator for privately financed projects often stumbles upon commercial confidentiality issues. With
reference to the public sector, identifying project revenues is elusive because these “revenues” form
part of general taxation in addition to direct revenue collection, when user charges are applied.
Therefore, while this indicator may always be used, it is only indirectly assessed through the variation
in the wider project outcomes, actual vs forecast traffic and the claims or re-negotiations triggered
owing to revenues.
In conclusion, the focal limitations of the model are:
 The level of detail potentially sacrificed towards the reduction of complexity
 The availability of data, even though every effort has been made for the methodology to be
able to operate based on readily available and non-confidential information.
The impact of these limitations will be investigated during model validation (see Chapter 6).
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3. The “Matching Framework”
3.1 The System Model Structure
A heuristic, dynamic system approach has been adopted in mapping the interrelations of the
BENEFIT system model elements (typologies) influencing its functionality. It is based on the initial
BENEFIT schema (Figure 1.1.1): the entire transport infrastructure project is treated as a system
composed of different elements interacting with each other.
In this study, the initial BENEFIT schema (Figure 1.1.1) adopts an additional level of detail as the
elements (typologies) are represented by their key dimensions. These dimensions were initially
identified in WP 2 and were further developed under this task by considering:
 Their interrelations within each typology and between typologies
 The combined functionality of the indicators considered under each dimension
 Their description and assessment within BENEFIT. This entails providing a methodology for
refining initially defined dimensions as well as calculating scores for each dimension based on
the availability of information of project cases in the BENEFIT database. It should be noted
that this leads in many cases to qualitative assessment scores for certain dimensions, as the
information provided in the BENEFIT database is many times descriptive and not quantitative
in nature.
Furthermore, project outcomes considered in this task fall into five categories: Transport goals, and
Economic, Environmental, Social, and Institutional benefits.
The “Matching Framework” system model is presented in Figure 3.1.1. In this schematic
representation various elements can be observed:
 Model inputs: The procurement and delivery of transport infrastructure projects is the outcome
of a decision making process that considers transport-related as well as wider policy goals.
Based on such considerations projects are selected for implementation with a view to
attaining clearly set goals. The expected goals define project technical characteristics (e.g.
type of infrastructure, scale, size, materials, etc.) which, in turn, determine the magnitude of
the investment to be made. Last but not least, a decision is made about whether the project
will be procured as a purely public project or will include private co-financing. The above
decisions are considered as input to the system model and their detailed modelling lies
outside the scope of this Task. However, it is recognised that such decisions carry a
significant weight in terms of the subsequent structuring of the project and could therefore be
of critical importance to its overall success. For the purpose of the “Matching Framework”,
such decisions are assumed to be made in a rational way leading to projects that have a clear
and rational “raison d’être”. This is an assumption that is further tested during the validation of
the framework, as described in Chapter 6. Conceptually, non-rational or sub-optimal decisions
will feature as system imbalances.


Model outputs: Every transport infrastructure project produces outcomes that fall under the
five categories mentioned above. The “Matching Framework” identifies four different model
outputs that are related to these outcomes:
o Level of achievement of forecast traffic: pertaining to the degree by which the project
has met its initial usage expectations
o Level of achievement of transport goals: pertaining to the degree by which the project
has achieved its transport-related “raison d’être” (e.g. relieving congestion, increasing
mobility, etc.)
o Level of achievement of Project Management targets: pertaining to the degree by
which the project has been delivered within time, budget and specifications (i.e. “iron
triangle” considerations)
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o

Level of achievement of Other Benefits (economic, environmental, societal,
institutional): pertaining to the degree by which the project has managed to deliver
3
originally anticipated benefits that cannot be “harvested” by the Business Case , such
as economic returns to society, environmental benefits, institutional changes, etc. (as
and where applicable).

The level of achievement of Business Case targets does not form part of the system
outcomes. This is conceptualised to exist within the system, and any failure to achieve such
targets (e.g. financial return to investors, etc.) is expected to manifest itself as a “break” in the
system (trigger of claims and/or renegotiations). In addition, as described earlier in the text,
this system output is, in principle, captured by variations in “Actual vs Forecast Revenues”,
which is information that is difficult to collect due to its commercially sensitive nature.


The system model: The model itself comprises elements from various typology dimensions
that are interconnected. These dimensions have been postulated based on an investigation of
their interactions as well as their relation to project inputs and outputs. With respect to the
originally defined typology dimensions (cfr. D2.2, D2.3, D2.4) the following dimensions have
been included:
o Implementation context typology:
 Institutional context
 Financial / Macroeconomic context
o Transport Mode context typology:
 Reliability / Availability
o Business Model typology:
 Cost Saving
 Revenue Support
o Governance typology:
 Efficiency
 Flexibility
o Funding scheme typology:
 Revenue Streams
 Remuneration Scheme
o Financing typology:
 Gearing Ratio
 Sources of Finance
More detailed information on the contents and function of the above dimensions within the
system model can be found in Chapter 4.
A few additional elements can be seen to form part of the system model:
o Enhancing Measures: These measures had originally been defined as part of the
Financing Typology and correspond to various types to guarantees, warranties etc.
that aim to enhance the financing structure of a project and make it more attractive to
financiers. These measures, however, have a direct relationship with the
Remuneration Scheme of a project in that they affect the way that the project seeks
to “harvest” some of its identified Revenue Streams in order to repay its financiers.
Consequently, this element has been modelled to function on the interface of these
two typologies (Funding and Financing). As such it is described as an indicator with
values in the range [0, 1] depending on whether guarantees are supplied or not. It
can be recognised in Figure 3.1.1 by its mixed colour pattern.

3

The Business Case is defined as the value of the project that is anticipated to be “captured” and its
corresponding costs (investment). The Business Case forms the basis for all the corresponding contractual
arrangements.
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o

Two Control Points (1 and 2) have been introduced in the Funding scheme typology
suggesting the existence of options that may impact and influence other typologies
with which they are connected. Such impacts and influences will be dependent on
what option has been selected within each Control Point. Thus, it is important to
identify the nature and range of options available at each Control Point and their
impact on related features of the system.
 The first Control Point (1) corresponds to the selection of potential Business
Model resources that could form the Revenue Stream dimension. This
selection will constitute the Business Case of the project. The remaining
potential of the Business Model will contribute to the system outputs as
shown in Figure 3.1.1.
 The second Control Point (2) corresponds to the selection of the most
appropriate Remuneration scheme for the project, based on which the
financing for the project is going to be repaid.

It is important to clarify that choices made at Control Points correspond to decisions that may change
over the life-cycle of the project. In contrast, the decisions that form the initial model input can hardly
be changed once they have been made and can be associated to the sunkness of the infrastructure
investment.
Overall, the system model tries to capture the interrelationships between different system typologies
in an explicit and orderly manner. While key interrelations are shown schematically in Figure 3.1.1 a
more comprehensive treatment of these interrelationships takes place in the Typology
Interrelationship Matrix (TIM), shown in Figure 3.1.2. It should be noted that Figure 3.1.1, whilst
illustrating the key principles of the model, has been simplified in order to aid legibility.
As can be seen from Figure 3.1.1 and even more so from Figure 3.1.2, the Financing scheme
typology (Gearing Ratio and Sources of Finance) appears at the very end of the interaction chain, but
quite heavily so: all other typologies are related to it (Figure 3.1.2) and a long chain of interactions
seems to culminate in these two elements (Figure 3.1.1). In fact, the Financing scheme typology is
based on the view that the financial arrangements constitute an (inverse) image of the entire risk
profile of the project (see section 4.6). This fits well with the system model perspective of BENEFIT
stating that the diverse arrangements made in a real world project should constitute a consistent
match of a number of key elements.
On a next level of detail it is worth focusing on a particular part of the system model that captures the
interactions between the typology dimensions that determine the underlying project Business Case
(indicated in Figure 3.1.1 by a crimson arrow starting from Control Point 1 and ending at the Project
Output boundary). This additional level of detail is shown in Figure 3.1.3.
As can be seen from Figure 3.1.3 the Revenue Support dimension of the Business Model typology
comprises various potential streams of generated value: some correspond to revenue streams while
others to wider benefits that are generated by the project, as discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.
On the other side, the Revenue Stream dimension of the Funding scheme typology aims to capture
value created from the Business Model in order to cater to its own two indicators which are Cost
Recovery and Risk of Income, both of which are discussed in more detail in Section 4.5. The function
of the Control Point is to provide decision makers with the options to select value streams from the
Business Model that are going to become the Revenue Streams of the project’s Funding Scheme and
thus be part of the Business Case of the project. In this process the following categories of value
streams can be identified:
 Value streams (i) and (ii): These are differentiated by a light blue background and correspond
to revenue streams generated by the Greenfield and/or the Brownfield part of the project.
These are the most obvious and most commonly captured value streams as they are directly
related to the transport function of the project.
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Value streams (iii) and (iv): These are differentiated by a dark blue background and
correspond to revenue streams that can be generated by wider Business Models that expand
beyond the strict boundaries of the transport function of the project. They correspond to
revenue streams created by vertical or horizontal bundling of additional services or functions
(transport or not) and may or may not be captured by the Funding scheme.
Value stream (v): This is differentiated by a grey background and corresponds to streams of
value that are created by wider benefits generated by the project (economic, environmental,
social, institutional). These are value streams that are practically never captured directly by
the project’s Funding scheme as they are in many cases hard to monetise or are expected to
materialise a lot later in the project’s lifetime. These are, however, still very valuable and
contribute indirectly to the level of achievement of the project’s wider benefits or transportrelated goals.
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Figure 3.1.1: The “Matching Framework” system model
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Figure 3.1.2: Typology Interrelationship Matrix (TIM)
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Figure 3.1.3: Relationship between Revenue Support, Revenue Stream and Control Point 1
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3.2 How the “Matching Framework” works
The “Matching Framework” is based on the premise that various typologies interact with each other
throughout the lifetime of a project. The consequence of this interaction is an impact on project
performance. However, capturing the marginal effect of these interactions on the typologies
concerned would be impossible as it would require the establishment of precise causal relationships
which are practically infeasible to determine. Consequently the system model aims to be used for
mapping and “reverse engineering” various system snapshots, rather than for building up project
performance through a continuous process with a clear starting and ending point.
The level of detail with which each typology is represented in Figure 3.1.1 was decided on the basis of
the expected analytical insights that additional granularity would be able to offer. Consequently, for
certain typologies a higher level of detail has been presented in order to be able to capture
interactions and explain how these influences may affect project performance - while for others it was
considered reasonable to combine dimensions in order to improve readability. This trade-off between
the model’s level of complexity and its explanatory power is the subject of one of the validation steps
presented in Chapter 6.
The system model facilitates a static, structural assessment of a project with respect to system
performance.
The emphasis is on identifying influencing factors rather than strictly assessing performance. In this
sense, if the infrastructure is delivered, against given performance criteria then it has performed well.
Influencing factors in achieving this “success” may be institutional/agency capabilities, governance
structures, proper risk allocations etc. The infrastructure may well have a different performance with
respect to other transport modes or other wider policy objectives. The influential factor here may be
the features of the Implementation context of the project, the pricing scheme etc. In this sense, the
emphasis is to identify and assess the influence of the typologies and their dimensions on possible
project outcomes.
At each point in time in the project lifecycle the system model should be able to capture how the
project is performing.
Additionally, for any such given point in the lifetime of a project for which data on the various
typologies exists, these typologies may be scored and be represented by a numeric value (or proxy
4
value ). This value and its underlying scoring system have been determined for each individual
typology and are presented in Chapter 4. Then, by evaluating (or “translating”), in a qualitative way,
the project’s implementation characteristics in terms of the defined typologies that comprise the
system model architecture, BENEFIT seeks to identify ranges of typology values within which projects
perform at different levels.
However, in order to examine projects that have experienced “distress”, it will be necessary to
determine whether the typologies and their dimensions can capture the reasons behind this,
especially in relation to any misalignments postulated by the model. These points of “distress” can be
characterised, for example, by the occurrence of heightened risk or circumstances which dictate that
a renegotiation of terms becomes necessary. This is also part of the validation methodology proposed
in Chapter 6.

4

Proxy values have been used in cases where originally identified typology dimensions could not be used due to
data unavailability in the BENEFIT database. In such cases surrogate dimensions and indicators have been
sought that can deliver the same information compared to the originally identified typology dimensions and
indicators.
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4. Scoring of Typologies
In this Chapter information is presented with respect to how the various typologies are considered
within the “Matching Framework”. Reference is made to their dimensions of interest, their
corresponding indicators, and their scoring methodology.

4.1 Implementation context typology
4.1.1 Introduction
In this section we want to provide a better understanding of the implementation context of transport
infrastructure projects at country level by developing an empirically rich but concise typology. It is the
ambition to formulate a workable and comprehensive overview of the different relevant dimensions of
implementation context. The proposed classification focuses on six distinct dimensions: the extent to
which the (1) political, (2) regulatory, (3) administrative, (4) economic, (5) financial context in general
is conducive for transport infrastructure projects, and the level of (6) governmental support for
privately financed transport infrastructure projects (public-private partnerships or PPPs). If we
combine these six dimensions we get a detailed and “hands on”/usable typology of how the
implementation context looks like for transport infrastructure projects which are either publicly or
privately financed.
The selection process of the indicator(s) for each dimension of the implementation context has been a
quest for finding the best available indicator(s) which are empirically rich in information but within
some important practical boundaries (longitudinal, all countries, freely available, etc.). We mainly used
indicators/indices developed by leading international organizations like the World Bank, World
Economic Forum and OECD to substantiate the general implementation context typology (dimensions
one to five), because they are (1) well established and known by the international policy community
and (2) satisfy all the practical demands. For dimension six – the governmental support for the
privately financed projects – we would suggest using the PPP governmental support index as
developed by Verhoest et al. (2015). This information can be gathered for most countries in the
BENEFIT sample from the COST country profiles/PPP-GSI index.
We had to adjust and simplify our initial proposal of the indicators/indexes due to practical reasons of
data availability. Some indicators of the World Economic Forum and the Economist Intelligence Unit
as initially proposed in the report of WP 2 were not usable, because they only existed from 2004 and
2006 onwards. As many case studies in the BENEFIT sample already started in the 1990’s, we were
forced to look for alternatives. The now proposed indicators of the World Bank, World Economic and
OECD are freely available for most/all countries in the sample from 1997 onwards.

4.1.2 Methodological approach
It is important to stress that we intentionally have chosen an approach and method that is feasible and
realistic in terms of data availability. The data are not only freely available but exist for all the
countries in our sample. Another important precondition was the availability in terms of going back in
time far enough. As many cases studied in this project are initiated in the early 2000’s, a lot of
potential indexes/indicators were eliminated because they are only developed for the period of the
late 2000’s. By building our methodology around well-established data of the World Bank, World
Economic Forum and OECD we were able to go back as far as 1997. When overviewing the case
studies, one shall notice that the large majority of the projects are covered by this time span. For the
projects which are awarded before 1997 (or even in the 1980’s), we will use 1997 as (hypothetical)
starting point/date.
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Institutional context score
The following section gives a complete overview of each sub-dimension, which indicators are used
and their source, range and time for the first dimension of the implementation context, being the
institutional context. For all countries in the sample these data can be collected. For a full explanation
of these sub-dimensions and their indicators please see the report of Task 2.2.
First, the “political” sub-dimension “political capacity, support and policies” is composed by three main
governance indicators of the World Bank: political stability and absence of violence, control of
corruption and voice & accountability. When combined these three indicators give a good overview of
the general political situation in a country.
Second, the “regulatory” sub-dimension “legal and regulatory framework” is also composed by two
governance indicators of the World Bank – rule of law and regulatory quality – combined with the
aggregated OECD indicators of regulation in energy, transport and communications (ETCR) on the
regulatory restrictiveness (inverse of level of liberalization) of markets. Again, these three elements
paint a rather comprehensive picture of the judicial and regulatory context of a country.
Third, the “administrative” sub-dimension “public sector capacity” has only one indicator, namely the
government effectiveness developed by the World Bank. Previously we combined this indicator with a
government efficiency score of the World Economic Forum. But as said before, these scores exist
only from 2006 onwards and no good alternative has been found.
After standardization to a 0 to 1 scale, combining the indicators of these three sub-dimensions will
lead to a total score on a scale between 0 and 1 on the institutional context part
(political/regulatory/institutional) for each country in the sample. The different indicators will be
calculated, rescaled and equally weighted to end up with this final score as an average of the subdimension scores.
Macroeconomic and financial context score
In order to get a better understanding of the macro-economic and financial situation of a certain
country, we have decided to take into account two elements. First, the (growth) competitiveness index
developed by the World Economic Forum is used to gain more insight into the economic outlook or
prospects of a country. Second, we also map certain key figures in macro-economic and financial
terms. We argue that this combination of this well-established competitiveness index and
economic/financial key figures are complementary and will allow us to grasp and measure to a certain
extent the difficult notion of macro-economic and financial implementation context.
First, the overall “(growth) competitiveness index” of the World Economic Forum aims to measure the
capacity of the national economy to achieve sustained economic growth over the medium term,
controlling for the current level of economic development. In constructing this index, two kinds of data
are combined. The first kind of data is quantitative indicators of a country’s economic performance,
technological capacity and infrastructure taken from a wide variety of published international sources.
The second kind of data is qualitative survey data, derived from the yearly Executive Opinion Survey.
Both kinds of data are rather complementary in nature.
The overall (growth) competitiveness index is expressed by a score between 1 (weak) and 7 (strong)
freely available for almost all countries in our sample from 2014 till 2001. In 2006 the methodology
was refined and the scope/level of detail of measurement was further improved by the same research
team (Harvard Institute for International Development). Furthermore, the original or basic
competitiveness index goes even back to 1997 – with a different scale from -2.5 to +2.5. The basic
idea behind the index has remained the same, but from 1997 till now the index has been updated and
refined several times (2001, 2006). A potential downside of using this overall index is the overlap with
the institutional context score. Given the explicit economic considerations at the heart of this
competitiveness index – it is basically an index about future economic growth and investment
potential – we argue that the index is substantially different than the governance indicators of the
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World Bank. An alternative route would be to separate the explicit “macro-economic” dimensions of
the index (and hereby reducing potential overlap with institutional score), but this has two important
disadvantages: it is only possible starting from 2001, and it misses important and relevant information
on technology, innovation, etc. of a certain country. Therefore, we prefer using the overall (growth)
competitiveness index from 1997 till 2014 in order to be as comprehensive as possible, being fully
aware of the methodological refinements made along the way and some (inevitable) overlap with the
institutional score.
The (growth) competitiveness index of the World Economic Forum will lead to a total score on a scale
between 0 and 1 on the macroeconomic - financial context for each country in the sample. The index
will be rescaled to end up with this final score. One must take into account the methodological
refinements and adjustments made to the index especially in 2001 and 2006, when making
comparisons over time.
Second, and in addition to this macroeconomic-financial score, we wanted to provide an overview of
some key figures or hard data for each country starting from 1996 till 2014. The four key indicators
regarding the macro-economic conditions of a country are the following: inflation (consumer prices),
general government final consumption expenditure, GDP per capita growth and unemployment rate.
These key indicators are rather widely used and accepted to capture the state of the economy in a
country. The two key financial indicators of a country are the following: S&P global equity prices and
domestic credit to private sector. Both financial key indicators give an indication of the financial
stability of and attractiveness to invest in a certain country. An alternative would be credit ratings of
countries by leading rating agencies, but here again we are confronted with problems regarding free
data availability from the 1990’s onwards.
We argue that these key figures are important as background information when considering the
implementation context of a project in a country, but can’t easily be rescaled to a simple score or
grade. They serve as additional data for the abovementioned macroeconomic-financial context score.
We think they are complementary in nature, and when combined give a complete overview of the
economic/financial implementation context.
PPP GSI index
The final sub-dimension is, in contrast with the other general dimensions, more specific and
delineated. In order to capture the governmental support for the privately financed projects (PPPs),
we would suggest using the PPP governmental support index as developed by Verhoest et al.
(2015).This information can be gathered for most countries in the BENEFIT sample from the COST
country profiles/PPP-GSI index. The PPP-GSI index can be (re)constructed for all BENEFIT cases at
the moment of award of the project. This should make a comparison over time possible on the PPP
governmental support in a country.

4.1.3 Operationalising the scoring methodology
Based on the methodological approach described in the previous section, each case study in the
project will get a score between 0 and 1 on the dimension of institutional context and the dimension of
the macro-economic and financial context, supplemented with some economic and financial key
figures and a score on the PPP GSI index, for two years: the year of the contract close (start of
project) and the year the case template was written (current state of project). When the award was
before 1997, we will however use 1997 as the starting point for measurement. These scores will give
us a basic understanding of the implementation context for a project, and if the institutional context
and macro-economic and financial context was conducive or not to deliver a project. In addition, it will
also give us some insight if and how the implementation context has changed between year of the
contract close and its current state.
The resulting indices can be used in two ways in future analyses. First, their value between 0 and 1
can be used directly for analyses. Secondly, one could opt for stratification in terms of discrete
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groupings of index results. In order to make relevant groupings which point at substantial changes in
the implementation context, we suggest performing cluster analysis for all countries in our sample on
all years and all sub-dimension scores for the institutional context as well as the macro-economicfinancial context. With respect to each dimension the cluster analysis will construct 3 to 4 clusters
within the available scores from 0 to 1. By comparing these clusters for all years, relevant cut-off
values for different clusters should be found, allowing us to assess to which clusters the
implementation context in a particular year for a particular country belongs. By using the suggested
analyses stratification for each dimension to three or four relevant clusters will be made. Moreover,
these analyses allow testing the robustness of both the institutional context index and the macroeconomic-financial context
The methods for aggregation are therefore:
 Standardisation of raw data for all indicators
 Calculation of un-weighted average of indicators for each dimension
 Calculation of un-weighted average of dimensions for institutional context (pol-legal-capacity)
and for economic-financial context
 Check for validity of index and country rankings by cluster analysis using the original indicator
scores
The methodology of how these aggregate variables are reached, what they include etc. is presented
in the Annex of this report.
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4.2 Transport Mode context typology
4.2.1 Introduction
In Task 2.2, a consensus was gained after a wide literature review on the long list of variables that
could fit as indicators for various dimensions of the Transport Mode context typology. From the long
list of dimensions and respective indicators proposed, three dimensions were finally kept as the most
critical ones for funding and financing of transport infrastructure: 1) Investment, 2) Users and 3)
Market Strength/Competitiveness.
The Investment dimension includes the sub-dimension a) “level of sunkness of investment” with the
respective indicator “non-sunk/sunk investments”, b) the sub-dimension “investments and/or costs”
with respective indicators “CAPEX and OPEX” and c) lifetime with the respective indicators contract
duration over infrastructure life and project/infrastructure (investment) life cycle (see BENEFIT
deliverable D2.2).
The Users dimension includes the sub-dimensions a) risks, b) operational flexibility-continuity with
selected indicator rerouting, c) users with selected indicators: number of freight vehicle-kms, and
number of passenger vehicle-kms, and d) performance with selected indicators: reliability (% time of
disruptions during operation), availability (% of available use over period of time), maintainability (%
not available due to maintenance), cost of accidents and vehicles/hour (see BENEFIT deliverable
D2.2).
The Market strength/competitiveness dimension includes the sub-dimensions of location, level of
integration, level of exclusivity, level of regulation-deregulation with the following indicators selected:
noise level per mode, % of emissions per mode, degree of tariff freedom, grants to cover
infrastructure cost, grants/subsidies to cover the operation of the infrastructure and liberalisation
index-LIB index (see BENEFIT deliverable D2.2).
A more comprehensive presentation of the original Transport mode context typology dimensions and
indicators is included in the Annex of this report.

4.2.2 Transport Mode context typology dimensions and indicators for Task 3.1
Starting from the Task 2.2 Transport Mode context typology as summarized in the previous
paragraphs, and knowing that in total 56 PPP cases and 31 public cases were available within the
BENEFIT case database, the following steps were taken for reducing the Transport Mode list of
indicators into the key ones that are to be used for the consolidated BENEFIT analysis (Task 3.1 and
following):
 A selection of a suitable method for identifying the key Transport Mode context dimensions
and indicators was made.
 Cases and variables that fit the analysis and methodology were identified.
 The data for the respective cases were prepared in such way that the selected methodology
could be executed.
 By applying the methodology a final choice of the core indicators was made.
The methodology selected for the identification of key dimensions within the Transport Mode context
typology was Quantitative Comparative Analysis (QCA). Further details on the suitability and
characteristics of QCA are provided in the Annex of this report.
The outcome of the QCA analysis is well in line with the main dimensions and related indicators as
identified in Task 2.2. As it was mentioned above, the three main dimensions of the Transport Mode
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typology are: 1) Investment, 2) Users and 3) Market Strength/Competitiveness. After applying the
QCA analysis, using the selected BENEFIT private and public cases, the typology is validated in the
sense that the indicators coming back as an analysis output are indicators that are already used.
More particularly, the combination of the variables that always comes back as an output, when we
apply the analysis: 1) only for the PPP cases, 2) only for the Public cases and 3) for the PPP and
Public cases together, are “Availability and Reliability”. As it is presented in Table A.2.1 of the Annex,
these two variables are included in one of the main typology dimensions, namely: Users. However,
there is one alternative result from the analysis of PPP cases that combines as key variables
“Duration” and “Availability”. These two variables/indicators cover two out of our three main
dimensions, i.e. Investments and Users respectively (see BENEFIT deliverable D2.2).
Regarding the combination “Availability-Reliability”, these two indicators are quite important for the
Transport Mode typology and mostly “Availability” because it has a direct impact on funding and
financing of transport infrastructure. Availability measures the % of availability of the transport
infrastructure or in other words the days in a year that the transport infrastructure is available to the
users (see BENEFIT deliverable D2.2). This variable/indicator is one of the most important
performance indicators explicitly mentioned most of the times in transport infrastructure contracts. It is
a critical variable for the funding of transport infrastructure because when the infrastructure is not
available, this means that there will be no revenues collected, like for example in the case of road
infrastructure, tolls or congestion fees, or any other type of user charges. As a result, Availability has
a direct/strong impact on the funding of transport infrastructure. Likewise, it would also have an
impact on financing, especially in the case of privately co-financed projects. Performance indicators,
such as Availability, are stated explicitly in the project contracts, and may affect the risk perception of
investors because of its implications to the revenue-generating capacity of the project and thus its
ability to deliver forecast returns.
Reliability is the other indicator coming back as an outcome from our QCA analysis. Reliability reflects
the degree of trust for each mode and is measured as the % time of disruptions during operation (see
BENEFIT deliverable D2.2). The impact of this indicator on funding and financing is indirect because
disruptions during operation may reduce the availability of the mode which is directly related to
funding and financing, as explained previously.
The alternative combination of results that was attained from the analysis of solely PPP cases
combines as key variables the “Contract duration” and “Availability”. As we can see the Availability
indicator comes back again, as one of the two indicators of the combination. The Contract Duration
indicator is used to measure the dimension “Investments”. In particular, Contract Duration is the
numerator in the ratio “Contract Duration/ Infrastructure Life” which is used to measure the lifetime of
transport infrastructure (see BENEFIT deliverable D2.2). Contract Duration is also an important
indicator of the Transport Mode context typology because it has a direct impact on funding. The
longer the PPP contract, the higher the collected revenues will be as captured by the project’s
Funding scheme. Contract Duration is also important for PPP projects because of the uncertainty
associated with the usual long time horizons that characterise such projects. Long term contracts bear
bigger risks because they are then more politically sensitive and these could have an impact on the
financing of the transport infrastructure project (PPP Days, 2015). Infrastructure investments also
have ups and downs, depending on the economic cycles (PPP Days, 2015). For the above reasons,
the Contract Duration indicator is also a critical indicator for the Transport Mode context typology.
Consequently, the final proposed indicators based on the QCA analysis implemented are the
indicators “Reliability” and “Availability”. The indicator “Contract Duration” is not proposed in the final
critical combination of indicators because even if it gives better results in being applicable to 22 of the
35 PPP cases, its consistency is lower, as explained in the Annex. The two final indicators proposed
are included in our typology for measuring the sub-dimension “Performance” which is included in the
general dimension “Users”. They are summarised in Table 4.2.1 below.
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Table 4.2.1: Final proposed indicators for Transport Mode context typology
Dimension
Sub-dimension
Indicators
Description
Users
Performance
Availability
% of availability
Reliability
% time of disruptions during operation

4.2.3 Scoring methodology
As mentioned previously, the indicators found to be of importance for the Transport Mode context
typology are: Reliability and Availability. They have been included in the “Matching Framework”
system model in a series configuration with Reliability proceeding Availability as the infrastructure is
first reliable and then available (see Figure 3.1.1). Information about these two indicators can be
directly retrieved from the BENEFIT database with indicator values as proposed in the Table 4.2.2,
where the qualitative assessment is converted to a score in the range [0, 1].
Table 4.2.2: Conversion of Qualitative Indicator Values to Numerical
Qualitative indicator value
Reliability was improved fully in line with expectations or even more
Reliability was improved only partially in line with expectations
Reliability was not improved or only marginally
Availability was improved fully in line with expectations or even more
Availability was improved only partially in line with expectations
Availability was not improved or only marginally

Value [0, 1]
1
0.50
0.0
1
0.50
0.0

The overall Reliability/Availability Indicator is: IRA = (1+IR) * (1+IA) / 4
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4.3 Business Model typology
4.3.1 Introduction
Under task 2.2, the dimensions and indicators listed in Annex were proposed for the Business Model
typology. Their overall assessment reflects the overall level of robustness of the Business Model
(BM), i.e. the ability of a project to deliver on its aims and objectives in the fullest possible way.
Under Task 3.1 the aim is to develop aggregate indicators describing this “robustness” which will be
further calibrated in task 4.1 stage 2. Hence, in addition to defining and estimating the “robustness”
indicator, it is also important to identify the potential influence other typologies (or dimensions or
indicators) may have on this indicator. Therefore, the task concerns:
 Positioning the BM in the “Matching Framework”
 Quantifying the BM aggregate indicators and describing the process by which respective
values are estimated
 Identifying potential correlations (positive or negative) with other typology dimensions (or
indicators).

4.3.2 Reflection on the proposed dimensions
The “Matching Framework” is described as a system, which at its heart has the transport
infrastructure BM. As any BM, it aims to create “value” which can form the basis for multiple types of
returns to the incurred investment and operation/maintenance costs. Returns can be short- or longterm depending on the set-up of the BM. However, only part of the overall value created is usually
captured. The value that is anticipated to be “captured” (see funding scheme within the BENEFIT
project) and its corresponding costs (investment) are usually referred to as the “Business Case” (BC)
of a project and form the basis for all the corresponding contractual arrangements (see Figure 4.3.1).

Figure 4.3.1: Transport Infrastructure Business Model and Case
Notably, the delivery and operation of transport infrastructure produces wider benefits and disbenefits, which may or may not be “captured” in their entirety by the funding scheme. These impacts
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may manifest themselves long after the end of the (initial) contractual arrangements governing the
delivery and operation of the infrastructure and can be bi-directional, in the sense that mutual
influence exists between the infrastructure and the wider environment within which it is delivered.
The BM typology dimensions considered for this task influence two discrete parts of the BC canvas:
(i) the Cost and (ii) the Revenue (see Table 4.3.1).
Table 4.3.1: Dimensions of interest for the Business Model
# Business Case Part
Dimension
Indicators
1 Revenue
Revenue Protection
Level of Coopetition
Level of Service
Revenue Enhancement
Bundling with Brownfield project
Bundling with other transport
infrastructure investment
Non-transport related activities
Capability to manage Capability to manage traffic demand
the Business Model
risk
Capability to manage revenue risk
Capability to manage demand risk
Optimal Demand Risk Allocation
Optimal Revenue Risk Allocation
2 Cost
Cost Saving
Life cycle planning
Adoption of innovation
Capability to manage Capability to innovate
the Business Model
Other Capabilities
Optimal (respective) Risk Allocation
Notably, the dimension “Capability to manage the Business Model” influences both cost and revenue
by considering the respective “capabilities”. Equally, optimal risk allocation is related each time to the
specific risk under consideration and may appear either in the cost or the revenue part of the BC.

4.3.3 Working assumptions
Typology dimensions are assumed to have a positive or negative influence on the cost and revenue
part of the BC respectively depending on the values they take. Therefore, they are assumed to
influence the “basic” investment cost and revenue of the BC respectively.
Notably, the above dimensions can be applied equally to both private and public delivery of
infrastructure, with limited need for differentiation. A first difference can be anticipated in the revenue
part, whereby the BC of a purely public project may not be designed to “capture” directly the value
generated. A second difference has to do with the way the value captured is subsequently
“harvested”. This is the focus of the Funding scheme typology and may have different characteristics
depending on whether the delivery is public or private.

4.3.4 Methodological approach
The representation of the BM considers a system’s approach and is based on the theoretical
grounding of reliability theory (cfr. Rausand and Arnljot, 2004). The BC is approached herewith as a
“sub-system” of the overall infrastructure delivery system model describing the “Matching Framework”.
The following functions of this sub-system are identified:
 Cost Saving
 Revenue support (value creation)
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Within these functions, the typology dimensions and their respective indicators are re-organised and
connected according to their role within the function they serve.

4.3.5 Business Model sub-system setup
One of the key modelling issues for every dimension and indicator is whether they are connected in a
series or parallel configuration. In the first case a failure in one path corresponds to an overall system
failure (absence of redundancy); in the second a similar failure does not necessarily lead to system
failure due to the benefit of the build-in redundancy.
In addition, each system (and sub-system) has inputs and outputs which may be “intended” or
“unintended”. Regarding outputs, the delivery of transport projects may create impacts to the
economy, the environment, society and institutions, which cannot always be quantitatively described.
These are included in the model as “general outputs” or “indirect outputs” of the system. Similarly,
inputs can be characterised as direct (i.e. the investment) and indirect. Indirect inputs pertain to
influences from other typologies such as the Implementation Context and the Transport Mode context.
Considering the above, the BM sub-system is described in Figure 4.3.2.

Figure 4.3.2: Business Model sub-system
The Cost Saving function is connected to the Revenue Support function only during the initial stages
of infrastructure delivery since the functionality of the operation can only be affected if the construction
is completed. Once construction is completed this connection ceases to exist as a parallel system
configuration.
Cost Saving Function
The Cost Saving function is composed of two parts: the Construction Cost (sub)function and the
Operation/Maintenance Cost (sub)function. They are set in a series configuration as operation
/maintenance depends on the realisation of construction. Once construction has been completed, this
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(sub)function ceases to exist in the system. Figure 4.3.3 below describes the setup of the Cost Saving
function.

Figure 4.3.3: Cost Saving sub-functions
The Cost Saving function can be intuitively described to be measuring “ability” to avoid or reduce cost
overruns. In this approach, it is estimated quantitatively as follows:
ΦCS= x2x3 – (x1 - x1x2x3) + x4x5 + x7x8x9 during the construction phase, and
ΦCS= x7x8x9 - xCOR during the operation phase,
where xCOR describes the Cost Overrun of the construction phase in percent (%).
When ΦCS = 0, no cost saving is observed. When ΦCS < 0, then cost overruns or a tendency for cost
increase may be observed.
Revenue Support Function
The Revenue Support function involves the following elements, subject to their existence:
(i)
a sub-function modelling revenues from the Greenfield part of the project
(ii)
a sub-function modelling revenues from the Brownfield part of the project
(iii) a sub-function modelling revenues from other transport activities from within the project or
potentially from different one(s) (cross-subsidisation)
(iv) a sub-function modelling revenues from other non-transport activities from within the project
or elsewhere
(v)
a sub-function modelling other wider impacts (economic, environmental, social, institutional)
It is noted that the Greenfield or Brownfield part of the project does not necessarily need to refer to
infrastructure serving just one mode of transport.
Additionally, wider impacts (economic, environmental, social, institutional) need not necessarily be
positive all the time. They could also be negative thus negatively affecting (i.e. reducing) revenue
support.
The BM is structured so as to comprise all possible benefits and revenues that may be “harvested” by
the funding scheme element providing detail to commonly employed revenue enhancing sources. A
BM, however, may not be limited to the sources identified as (i) to (iv). There could be more described
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in the same detail. The function (v) is usually not directly harvested by the funding scheme and forms
the general projects outcomes. The produced revenues are usually captured through indirect taxation
or wider non-quantifiable benefits to society.
Figure 4.3.4 below describes the system configuration of the respective sub-functions.

Figure 4.3.4: Revenue Support sub-functions
The Revenue Support function can be intuitively described to be measuring “ability” to increase
revenues. It can be quantitatively estimated as follows:
ΦRS = 1+ x10x11x12x13x14 + x15x16x17x18x19 +x6x11x12x13x14+ x20x21x22 + x23 +x24 + x25 + x26
Notably, in certain cases, sub-functions (i) to (iii) may be included in the BC in order to directly
“capture” the value created by harvesting project-generated revenue. In other cases, none of the
above may be “captured” directly and returns to the project may be generated indirectly through, for
example, general public taxation. In other words, while value may be generated through various
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forms, it is the Funding scheme applied in each case, which will ultimately determine which of the
above sub-functions will be included in the BC.

4.3.6 Relationship between Business Model and other typologies
Considering the variables involved in the above described functions it is evident that the BM is
influenced by most typologies (and their dimensions and indicators). Table 4.3.2, below, summarises
this influence.
Table 4.3.2: Potential interrelations of BM values and other typologies
xn
Description
Correlation to other Typologies
X1
Level of civil works
Transport mode context as it corresponds to the physical
description of the infrastructure
X2
Capability to construct
Governance typology as it is the product of the tendering
procedure, i.e. the selected agent/contractor
X3
Optimal construction risk
Governance typology as it describes the relations between the
allocation
contract agents.
X4
Adoption of innovation
Governance typology as it is the product of the tendering
procedure (i.e. the selected agent/contractor) and the
Transport mode context, as this is connected to the state-ofthe-art in each case.
X5
Capability to manage the
Governance typology as it is the product of the tendering
application of innovation
procedure, i.e. the selected agent/contractor
X7
Life cycle planning
Governance typology and implementation context typology as
refers to the selected delivery method
X8
Capability to operate
Governance typology as it is the product of the tendering
procedure, i.e. the selected agent/contractor
X9
Optimal operational risk
Governance typology as it describes the relations between the
allocation
contract agents.
X10 Share of Greenfield
Governance typology and implementation context typology as
refers to the selected delivery method. It is also connected to
the transport mode context typology, as this relates to the
potential characteristics of the transport mode.
X6
Share of other transport
Transport mode context as it influences the ability to combine
infrastructure investment
transport mode infrastructure.
X11 Coopetition (for Greenfield)
Transport mode context referring to the natural positioning of
the infrastructure in the transport network and, also,
Governance Typology as “exclusivity” could also be
contractually induced.
X12 Capability to manage traffic
Governance typology as it is the product of the tendering
demand (for Greenfield)
procedure, i.e. the selected agent/contractor
X13 Optimal traffic demand risk
Governance typology as it describes the relations between the
allocation (for Greenfield)
contract agents.
X14 Level of satisfaction (for
Implementation context typology, as “acceptance” may be
Greenfield)
related to wider macroeconomic and institutional factors.
X15 Share of Brownfield
Governance typology and implementation context typology as
refers to the selected delivery method. It is also connected to
the Transport mode context typology, as this relates to the
potential characteristics of the transport mode.
X16 Coopetition (for Brownfield)
Transport mode context referring to the natural positioning of
the infrastructure in the transport network and, also,
Governance Typology as “exclusivity” could also be
contractually induced.
X17 Capability to manage traffic
Governance typology as it is the product of the tendering
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xn
X18
X19
X20
X21
X22
X23
X24
X25
X26

Description
demand (for Brownfield)
Optimal traffic demand risk
allocation (for Brownfield)
Level of satisfaction (for
Brownfield)
Share of non- transport
activities
Capability to manage the
non-transport revenue risk
Optimal other revenue risk
allocation
Other economic impacts
Other environmental impacts
Social impacts
Institutional impacts

Correlation to other Typologies
procedure, i.e. the selected agent/contractor
Governance typology as it describes the relations between the
contract agents.
Implementation context typology, as “acceptance” may be
related to wider macroeconomic and institutional factors.
Transport mode context as all transport modes are not equally
able to include other services.
Governance typology as it is the product of the tendering
procedure, i.e. the selected agent/contractor
Governance typology as it describes the relations between the
contract agents.
Implementation context and Transport mode context
Implementation context and Transport mode context
Implementation context and Transport mode context
Implementation context and Transport mode context

4.3.7 Defining the variables “xn”
In this section the values of all variables from the Cost Saving and Revenue Support functions are
defined in detail. Definitions are based on or derived from the information in the BENEFIT database.
These are listed in Table 4.3.3.
Table 4.3.3: Definition of BM variables and corresponding values
xn
Description
Consideration from the
Values in
BENEFIT database
Database
X1
Level of civil works
Described as % of civil works %
in the overall project
construction budget
X2
Capability to
Concerns the assessment of Contractor
construct
the share of work of
description
construction companies in
the contractor consortium
and the corresponding
company strength
X3
Optimal
Concerns the assessment of In the
construction risk
construction risk allocation.
database
allocation
The assessment takes into
these risks
consideration design,
take values
construction, land acquisition from “totally
and other relevant risks.
public” to
“totally private”
X4

Adoption of
innovation

X5

Capability to
manage the
application of
innovation

Based on registered
information on the adoption
of innovation
Currently no relevant
information exists in the
database. Capability will
always be considered to be
unit (1) ex-ante, while expost it will reflect the level of
success of the innovation
applied.

Conversion for use in
the system model
%

%

The value ranges
between:
0% = suboptimal risk
allocation
100% = optimal risk
allocation
0 = no innovation
1 = innovation
1 = ex-ante
1 = ex-post if successful
0 = ex-post if
unsuccessful
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xn

Description

X7

Life cycle planning

X8

Capability to
operate

X9

Optimal operational
risk allocation

X10
X6

X11

X12

X13

Share of Greenfield
Share of other
transport
infrastructure
investment
Coopetition (for
Greenfield)

Capability to
manage traffic
demand (for
Greenfield)

Optimal traffic
demand risk
allocation (for
Greenfield)

Consideration from the
BENEFIT database
Concerns the contractual
bundling of phases

Concerns the assessment of
the share of work of operator
companies included in the
contractor consortium and
the corresponding company
strength
Concerns the assessment of
operating risk allocation.

Based on project description
Based on project description

The combined effect of the
level of exclusivity and
integration

Derived from contractor
description and the ability to
set prices

Derived from information in
the database

Values in
Database
The
description of
the phases
included in
one contract
Contractor
description

Conversion for use in
the system model
1 = if life cycle planning
0 = if no life cycle
planning

In the
database
these risks
take values
from “totally
public” to
“totally private”
%
%

This value ranges from

%

100%= Exclusive and
the network integration
fully in support of the
exclusive status

%

In the
database
these risks
take values
from “totally
public” to
“totally private”

%

0% = suboptimal risk
allocation
100% = optimal risk
allocation
%
%

0% = in a competitive
environment with the
network integration
enhancing competition
100% = if ability exists
and the contractor sets
the pricing policy
0% = if no ability to
manage traffic demand
& pricing policy set by
contracting authority
% level of matching of
the combination of
coopetition & capability
to manage traffic risk
This value ranges from
0% = suboptimal risk
allocation
100% = optimal risk
allocation
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xn

Description

X14

Level of satisfaction
(for Greenfield)

X15
X16

Share of Brownfield
Coopetition (for
Brownfield)

X17

X18

Capability to
manage traffic
demand (for
Brownfield)

Optimal traffic
demand risk
allocation (for
Brownfield)

Consideration from the
BENEFIT database
Derived from information in
the database

Values in
Database
% of users
satisfied

Based on project description
The combined effect of the
level of exclusivity and
integration

%
%

Derived from contractor
description and the ability to
set prices

Derived from information in
the database

%

In the
database
these risks
take values
from “totally
public” to
“totally private”

Conversion for use in
the system model
1 = more than 50% very
satisfied
0.5 = more than 50%
satisfied
0 = less than 50%
satisfied
%
100%= Exclusive and
the network integration
fully in support of the
exclusive status
0% = in a competitive
environment with the
network integration
enhancing competition
100% = if ability exists
and the contractor sets
the pricing policy
0% = if no ability to
manage traffic demand
& pricing policy set by
contracting authority
% level of matching of
the combination of
coopetition & capability
to manage traffic risk
This value ranges from
0% = suboptimal risk
allocation

X19

Level of satisfaction
(for Brownfield)

Derived from information in
the database

% of users
satisfied

X20

Share of nontransport activities
Capability to
manage the nontransport revenue
risk

Based on the revenue
description
Derived from contractor
description

%

Optimal other
revenue risk
allocation

Derived from information in
the database

X21

X22

100%= optimal risk
allocation
1 = more than 50% very
satisfied
0.5 = more than 50%
satisfied
0 = less than 50%
satisfied
%
1 = capability to
manage

In the
database
these risks

0 = not capable to
manage
% level of matching of
the combination of
coopetition & capability
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xn

Description

Consideration from the
BENEFIT database

Values in
Database
take values
from “totally
public” to
“totally private”

Conversion for use in
the system model
to manage traffic risk
This value ranges from
0% = suboptimal risk
allocation

X23

X25

Other economic
impacts
Environmental
impacts
Social impacts

X26

Institutional impacts

X24

100% = optimal risk
allocation
Positive or negative
indicator
Positive or negative
indicator
Positive or negative
indicator
Positive or negative
indicator

Based on comments on
project outcomes
Based on comments on
project outcomes
Based on comments on
project outcomes
Based on comments on
project outcomes

Values describing wider impacts are included here for completeness. Their assessment is described
solely in qualitative terms of either a positive or a negative outcome.

4.3.8 Scoring the Business Model variables
While the values for some of the BM variables may be directly retrieved from the BENEFIT database,
others correspond to “constructed” indicators, whose values can be determined based on a simple
scoring methodology. Table 4.3.4 summarises the variables that may be directly retrieved from the
BENEFIT database along with the respective reference. The remaining part of this section presents
“constructed” indicators and their respective scoring methodology.
Table 4.3.4: Values Retrieved from the BENEFIT Database
xn
Description
Values in Database
X1
Level of civil works
%
X4
Adoption of innovation
0 = no innovation
1 = innovation
X5
Capability to manage the
1 = ex-ante
application of innovation
1 = ex-post if successful
0 = ex-post if unsuccessful
X7
Life cycle planning
1 = if PPP or joint operation
between project phases
0 = if no bundling of project
phases
X10 Share of Greenfield
%
X6
Share of other transport
%
infrastructure investment
X15 Share of Brownfield
%
X12 Capability to manage traffic 100% = if ability exists and the
X17 demand
contractor sets the pricing policy
0% = if no ability to manage traffic
demand & pricing policy set by
contracting authority

BENEFIT Database Section
I.2.21
I.8.7.9
Derived from I.2.2 and I.8.7.9

I.1

Derived from I.2.2 and I.2.3
Derived from I.2.2 and I.2.18
Derived from I.2.2 and I.2.3
I.9.2.2 (private co-financing)
otherwise
100%
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xn

Description

X20

Share of non- transport
activities

X21

Capability to manage the
non-transport revenue risk

Values in Database
Intermediate values are signed
depending on ability
10% for Commercial Revenues <
10% of total project revenues
25% for 10%  Commercial
Revenues < 25% of total project
revenues
100% for Commercial Revenues
> 25% of total project revenues
100% = if no revenue cap

BENEFIT Database Section

I.8.8.2 / I.8.8.4

Derived from I.8.8. 5

0% = if revenue cap

X14
X19

Level of satisfaction

X23

Other economic impacts

X24

Other environmental
impacts

X25

Social impacts

X26

Institutional impacts

*Intermediate values are signed
depending on ability
** This is pending the existence of
non-transport revenue
1 = more than 50% very satisfied
0.5 = more than 50% satisfied
0 = less than 50% satisfied
Positive impacts: 1
Negative impacts: -1
No influence: 0
Positive impacts: 1
Negative impacts: -1
No influence: 0
Positive impacts: 1
Negative impacts: -1
No influence: 0
Positive impacts: 1
Negative impacts: -1
No influence: 0

I.9.4.11 / I.8.6.11

I.11.1 / I.13.1

I.11.2/ I.13.1

I.11.3/ I.13.1

I.11.4/ I.13.1

“Constructed” BM variables
The scoring methodology for variables which are constructed based on information from the BENEFIT
database is presented in the following.
Capability to construct / Capability to operate
The indicators concerning the capability to construct and operate are constructed using the same
rational. The indicator mines information from the “With-Who” and “Whichway” part of the BENEFIT
protocol. More specifically, it seeks to identify the synthesis of the constructor and operator agent,
respectively. Each partner within the constructor (operator) is assigned a qualitative indicator based
on its position in the national and international market. In other words, position in the market place is
used as a proxy to assess capability. The indicator is constructed as follows:
High capability = 3

High capability constructors (operators) are those with international
experienced ranking high on the list of transport infrastructure providers.
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Medium capability = 2

Medium capability is assigned to top national contractors (operators) as well
as contractors providing services internationally but who are not high on the
list of transport infrastructure providers

Low capability = 1

Low capability is assigned to national constructors

No capability = 0

Concerns partners with no relative experience.

The overall capability indicator is then calculated by adding the weighted share of each group in the
agent. The overall score is normalised to the unit.
Capability Index =

[% High Capability partners * 3 + % Medium Capability partners * 2 +
+ % Low Capability partners * 1 + % No Capability partners * 0] / 3

Coopetition
The coopetition indicator represents the combined effect of “exclusivity” and “network integration”.
Information to construct this indicator is mined from the “What” section of the BENEFIT protocol.
The indicator considered the assessment of “level of exclusivity” as registered in the BENEFIT
database. This assessment takes values in the range [1, 6] representing the range from totally
competitive environment to totally exclusive position of the infrastructure in the network.
Then, the information on network integration is considered. The impact of the existing network
integration on exclusivity is considered in the range [-3, 3], considering a negative to additive impact
on the level of exclusivity.
The coopetition indicator is the addition of the two values normalized in the range [0, 1].
An alternative indicator proposed is one also including the scope of the project with reference to
business development or service. In the BENEFIT database, this attribute is assed in the range [1, 6]
describing a project primarily delivered to provide service to developing business. This indicator,
within BENEFIT, is termed, Level of control and calculated as the sum of “exclusivity”, “network
integration impact on exclusivity” and “project scope” normalized in the range [0, 1].
Optimal Construction Risk Allocation
Construction risk allocation is considered optimal, when most of the risk is transferred to the
constructor. Construction risk allocation is registered in the BENEFIT database in the “Whichway”
section with values in the range [1, 6] varying from risk assigned totally to the public sector to totally to
the private constructor. Values in the range [4, 6] are considered optimal in this assessment.
Optimal Operational Risk Allocation
Operational risk allocation is considered optimal, when most of the risk is allocated to a transport
operator. Operation risk allocation is registered in the BENEFIT database in the “Whichway” section
with values in the range [1, 6] varying from risk assigned totally to the public sector to totally to the
private operator. Information is also mined from the “Who” section in the case of public delivered
projects. Values in the range [4, 6], in the first case, are considered optimal in this assessment. Risk
allocation is also considered optimal if operational risk is assigned to an experienced transport
operator.
Optimal Other Revenue Risk Allocation
The scope of this assessment is to identify whether the operator also has the ability to manage other
revenue risk. Information may be mined from the “with-who” or “who” sections of the BENEFIT
protocol depending on whether the project is delivered through private co-financing or not. Risk
allocation is also considered optimal if the risk of revenues generated from non-transport sources is
assigned to an experienced operator.
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Optimal Traffic Demand Risk Allocation
Following the same rational as with other optimal risk allocation, the focus is on assessing with the
assignment of traffic demand is consistent with the “level of control” the infrastructure has in the
transport network. Stemming from the BENEFIT hangout on the topic (see D6.6), it was agreed that
the public sector is the most appropriate to bear the traffic demand risk and less costly for the project
when the downside risk is addressed ex-post.
However, the actual positioning of the project allows risk to be transferred to the operator. This risk
should be equivalent to the “level of control” exercised by the infrastructure in the transport network
(see respective calculation).
Therefore, the indicator is calculated by comparing the “level of control” to the risk allocation as
registered in the “Whichway” section of the BENEFIT protocol. The “level of control” is normalised in
the range [1, 6] as is traffic demand risk allocation. The two values are subtracted. The result is
normalised in the range [0, 1].
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4.4 Governance typology
4.4.1 Introduction
As output of the BENEFIT project Task 2.4, two dimensions describing project governance were
identified, namely “efficiency/effectiveness of governance” and “contractual flexibility”. These two
dimensions come from an extensive review of literature. A critical assumption was made in choosing
these two dimensions. The scope of project governance is limited to transactions reflected in the
project contract as suggested by Clarke (2004, 2007) and Mallin (2004, 2006). This means that the
influence of external stakeholders is not considered in the governance aspects of project. On the
basis of Chen and Manley (2014), Li, Arditi and Wang (2012) and Susarla (2012)
quantitative research works, we found a set of relevant indicators that can be linked to
“efficiency/effectiveness of governance” and “contractual flexibility” governance dimensions. The
identified indicators also lead to reducing transaction costs according to Li, Arditi and Wang (2012).
The indicators found in the literature have been extensively validated with statistical tests and exhibit
high factor loadings. To choose the proposed indicators further checks were carried out including the
examination of the indicators mutual exclusivity, the evaluation of the indicators consistency with the
proposed system model methodology and their subtlety. The selected indicators are presented in
Table 4.4.1:
Table 4.4.1: Governance indicators
Indicator*
G1.The client selected only one service provider [bidder] to participate
in the pricing stage
G2.The client and the key service providers [bidders] collectively
estimated the expected project cost
G3.Encouragement of competition between bidders
G4.Integration of design and construction
G5.The key service providers [contractor] to pay a penalty if
completion dates were not met
G6.The key service providers [contractor] solely carried the risk of
rising costs
G7.The client and key service providers [contractor] [to share] shared
equal proportions of profit due to cost underruns
G8. Bonding requirements
G9. All exploitation, commercial/revenue & financial risks are shared
G10. Clauses enable both updating of service and price changes
G11. Clauses indicate that client has an option to terminate the
agreement without cause

Associated typology
dimension
Efficiency/effectiveness of
governance

Contractual flexibility

Note that factors associated with informal mechanism of governance (non-contractual conditions as
identified by Chen and Manley (2014)) are not considered here, since they are beyond the scope of
BENEFIT project. Formal governance comprises contractual incentives for clear and equitable risk
allocation (Lahdenperä 2010; Love et al. 2011 in Chen and Manley 2014).
Informal governance comprises non-contractual incentives to enhance mutual trust, enable
cooperation, facilitate open communication, and share knowledge (Rahman and Kumaraswamy 2012
in Chen and Manley 2014).
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4.4.2 Combining typology dimensions
This section provides the methodology and methodology statement for combining the dimensions
(both the variables and the dimensions - in case this is necessary). To ensure consistency with the
proposed system model methodology all the selected variables need to be aggregated into a single
composite indicator. Unfortunately the literature does not provide a calibrated model of aggregation
for the selected indicators. For the sake of conservatism, ease and indisputability to estimate a
composite indicator we propose an equal weighted arithmetic aggregation to be used. This composite
indicator can be worked out as the sum of the variable values divided by the number of indicators
(nine). Under this configuration the composite indicator is automatically normalized. The configuration
of this composite indicator is consistent with the fact that there is no indication that any of the
indicators is significantly more important than others (according to statistical tests performed, see i.e.
Chen and Manley (2014), Li, Arditi and Wang (2012) and Susarla A (2012). Please note that as the
variables (indicators) considered are mutually exclusive, this characteristic further enables the equal
weighted arithmetic aggregation to be used.

4.4.3 Scoring methodology
This section explains how these variables can be determined from the information that is available
from the BENEFIT database. The scoring methodology for each variable is presented in Table 4.4.2.
Table 4.4.2: Governance indicator scoring methodology
Indicator
Coding into the proposed system model and
collection of information
G1.The client selected only one service We suggest to code G1 and G2 measures with
provider [bidder] to participate in the pricing values from a three point scale depending on the
stage
presence of two contract clauses. The lumped
G2.The client and the key service providers measure for G1 and G2 is coded as 0,5 if the client
[bidders] collectively estimated the expected selected only one bidder to participate in the pricing
stage and 1 if the client and several bidders
project cost
collectively estimated the expected project cost. The
narratives attached to “1.8.1. Procurement/tendering”
in the BENEFIT database and templates can provide
information to derive the values. Yet it is desirable
that this information is collected by a questionnaire
addressed to the project management to ensure
reliability.
G3.Encouragement of competition between This variable is to be coded as 1 (0 otherwise) for
bidders
procurement processes in which more than one
bidder was involved. The value to be assigned to this
indicator can be directly derived from section “1.8.1.
Procurement/tendering” in the BENEFIT database.
G4.Integration of design and construction
This variable is to be coded as 1 (0 otherwise) for
contracts in which design of works is one of the
services to provide. The value to be assigned to this
indicator can be directly derived from section “1.8.2
Contract” in the BENEFIT database.
G5.The key service providers [contractor] to We suggest coding G5 and G6 measure with values
pay a penalty if completion dates were not met from a three point scale depending on the presence
G6.The key service providers [contractor] of two contract clauses. The lumped measure for G5
and G6 is coded as 0,5 if the contractor solely carried
solely carried the risk of rising costs
the risk of rising costs and 1 if contractor is
additionally obliged to pay a penalty if completion
dates were not met. The narratives attached to
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Indicator

G7.The client and key service providers
[contractor]
[to
share]
shared
equal
proportions of profit due to cost underruns

G8. Bonding requirements

G9. All exploitation, commercial/revenue &
financial risks are shared

G10. Clauses enable both updating of service
and price changes

Coding into the proposed system model and
collection of information
“1.8.1. Procurement/tendering” in the BENEFIT
database and templates can provide information to
derive the values. Yet, to ensure reliability, it is
desirable that this information is collected by either a
review of the project contract or a questionnaire
addressed to the project management.
This variable is to be coded as 1 (0 otherwise) if profit
due to cost underruns is to be shared into equal
proportions. The narratives attached to “1.8.1.
Procurement/tendering” in the BENEFIT database
and templates can provide information to derive the
values. Yet, to ensure reliability, it is desirable that
this information is collected by either a review of the
project contract or a questionnaire addressed to the
project management.
This variable is to be coded as 1 (0 otherwise) if
clauses indicate that guarantees of performance
are/were agreed upon. The value to be assigned to
this indicator can be directly derived from sections
“1.8.3 Revenue Stream” and “1.8.6 Performance” in
the BENEFIT database and templates.
This variable is to be coded as 0 (1 otherwise) if
exploitation, commercial/revenue & financial risk
allocation is (was) rather concentrated in one party.
The value to be assigned to this indicator can be
directly derived from section “1.8.4. Risks” in the
BENEFIT database. Please note that in order to
obtain a value for this indicator the assessor must
examine only how exploitation, commercial/revenue
and financial risks are distributed. According to Iossa,
Spagnolo and Velez (2007), Ke, Wang and Chan
(2010) and Chung, Hensher Rose (2010) it is
possible to infer that a generic rule to allocate risk
cannot be used. Nevertheless, there is somewhat a
common agreement that when at least exploitation,
commercial/revenue and financial risks are shared,
this constitutes a more optimal situation in
comparison to the situation under which risk is
concentrated on one party. Moreover, note that
residual risk is ultimately shared over the project lifetime in most of the cases. The remainder risks in
section “1.8.4. Risks” might have clearer criteria of
allocation. For example, Design, construction and
maintenance risks are commonly allocated to the
party carrying out these activities. Regulatory and
force majeure risk are commonly managed by the
public party. Any deviation from this distribution can
suggest an inappropriate risk allocation and can also
be penalized in the system model by setting a value
of zero for this variable.
We suggest coding this measure as a binary scale
depending on the presence of two clauses that
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Indicator

G11. Clauses indicate that client has an option
to terminate the agreement without cause

Coding into the proposed system model and
collection of information
specify updating of service terms and enabling price
changes. The measure is coded as 1 if either or both
of the clauses are present. The narratives attached to
the section “1.8.2 Contract” in the BENEFIT database
and templates can provide information to derive the
values. Yet, for reliability reasons, it is desirable that
this information is collected by either a review of the
project contract or a questionnaire addressed to the
project management.
This variable is to be coded as 1 (0 otherwise) if
clauses indicate that the client has an option to
terminate the agreement prematurely without cause.
The narratives attached to “1.8. 2 Contract” in the
BENEFIT database and templates can provide
information to derive the values. However, to reduce
bias, it is desirable that this information is collected
by either a review of the project contract or a
questionnaire addressed to the project management.
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4.5 Funding scheme typology
4.5.1 Introduction
The original Funding scheme typology dimensions defined under Task 2.2 are included in Table A.5.1
in the Annex of this report.
The Funding scheme typology is predominantly related to the following two typologies:
 The Business Model, as through it various revenue streams are generated which are then
subsequently harvested by the Funding Scheme;
 The Financing scheme typology, as the characteristics of the Funding scheme directly
influence the risk perception of financiers and thus the financing arrangements of the project.
In light of the above, the importance of the dimensions of the Funding scheme typology is firstly
discussed:
Dimension I: Cost Recovery
The Costs Recovery dimension refers to the expected revenues generated by the project exploitation
in relation to the costs of the project.
It addresses the following two sub-dimensions, which may be regarded as a single dimension with
possible different implications in terms of the weight (see below):
 Revenue stream versus remuneration scheme (PPP setting)
 Revenue stream versus financing needs (Public financing setting)
Dimension II: Risk of Income
This dimension is directly related to one the most relevant project risks from the perspective of
financing.
In the Funding scheme typology, risk of income is distinguished from risk of revenue, where revenue
is related to funds generated by/for the project and income is the income that is actually received by
the concession. Project revenues and project income are not coincident whenever the income
streams of the concession are defined by a remuneration scheme which is based on certain rules
rather than simply by the funds generated by the project.
Other dimensions
The remaining dimensions correspond to aspects influenced by the funding scheme with relevant
impact on wider external economic, social, environmental and institutional outcomes of the project.
They do not directly influence the revenue and cost characteristics of the project but may be
interrelated with some risks, like revenue risk or regulatory risk. However, in the scope of this
methodology those aspects should be analysed within their own relevant typology fields, possibly
considering some factors/indicators in common with these funding scheme dimensions. The other
dimensions should be thus excluded in the context of Task 3.1 but their framework of assessment
might be considered in the specific risk assessment dimensions.
On the other hand, the remaining funding scheme dimensions influence the feasibility of the project
from a policy perspective. For example, the public acceptance/equity performance of a project may be
an impediment to its implementation from a political feasibility perspective. Indirectly, they are relevant
to its overall feasibility, in the sense that if a project is not feasible from any of these perspectives it
won’t be implemented even if there are favourable financial conditions for it.
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4.5.2 Funding scheme typology dimensions
The aim of the Funding scheme typology in Task 3.1 is that the chosen dimensions should not only
address a strict financing perspective but also capture a more holistic assessment of project
attractiveness. In this respect the remuneration scheme of the project should be a central issue.
A useful lens to reach a final set of Funding scheme dimensions from the perspective of general
project attractiveness is to consider the relevant objectives and constraints that are of interest to the
relevant actors, i.e. the public and private parties involved.
Such objectives/constraints should have the following characteristics:
 Be important for project/scenario attractiveness;
 Be aligned with the decision maker’s assessment criteria;
 Be related to funding schemes;
 Be, as much as possible, independent of each other.
For the public party responsible to go forward with the project, the following core and distinct
objectives / constraints related to Funding schemes could be considered:
Objective 1:
Objective 2:
Objective 3:
Objective 4:
Objective 5:

Attracting enough private financing through a sufficient and secure income stream
Minimizing public expenditure during project (public funding)
Guaranteeing an optimal project performance (for users)
Assuring market efficiency (efficient pricing)
Obtaining public acceptance

For the private (financing) party, the basic question is whether the Remuneration scheme is attractive
from a financing perspective, i.e. whether the expected income and associated risks pass the test of
economic attractiveness. This objective of the private party is essentially the condition for the
attainment of the first objective of the public party above (i.e. attracting enough private financing). The
two issues are essentially the same and are merged below.
Taking the above fixed axes of assessment of project attractiveness, we may check how they relate to
the current Funding scheme dimensions.
1. Attracting private financing through a sufficient and secure income stream: attractiveness refers to
the expected level of income (in relation to expected costs) and its perceived risks. It depends on the
remuneration scheme, which may be fully in line or independent of the project revenues streams.
Related original dimensions: I. Cost coverage, II. Risk of income [remuneration scheme]
2. Minimizing public expenditure: depends on the ability of revenue sources generated by the project
to pay for its costs. This objective should also consider the risk of revenue, given that the risk
positively influences the chance of the unintended outcome of having the need for future public
expenditure to fund the project (if the project doesn’t generate enough revenues).
Related original dimensions: I. Cost coverage, II. Risk of income [revenue streams]
3. Project performance (for users): this relates to how well the project is delivering value to its
customers (e.g. in terms of Level of Service and price). In what concerns the funding scheme, it is
mainly affected by the incentives that are in place for the project to achieve and sustain an
appropriate performance.
Related dimensions: III. Incentives to Agent
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4. Market efficiency (efficient pricing): refers to the broad efficiency of the market as influenced by the
funding scheme, particularly in terms of market distortions, including environmental distortions.
Related original dimensions: IV. Allocative efficiency, V. Internalization of costs, VII. Marginal costs of
funding
5. Public acceptance: public acceptance affects the project attractiveness in the way that policy
makers may be willing (or not) to go forward with a given funding scheme depending on it.
Related original dimensions: VI. Acceptability and equity
For the purpose of Task 3.1 and taking into consideration the above analysis, the Funding scheme
typology dimensions are reduced to “Revenue stream” and “Remuneration scheme” - both of which
should look for Cost Recovery and Risk of Income and could include additional sub-dimensions to
account for other policy feasibility and risk aspects.
Based on the original analysis of this typology (see Task 2.2 report), a new grouping of subdimensions was elaborated centring on their relevance towards the performance of revenue streams
and the remuneration scheme. They were basically rearranged according to their relevance to the
scope of the two proposed basic dimensions.
The previously considered sub-dimension of “marginal costs of funding” (in the scope of the broader
“market efficiency” dimension) was abandoned mainly due to difficulties in obtaining a sensible
characterisation from either specific case studies or general scenarios, considering the existing
information. For similar reasons the previously considered indicator “perceived equity effects” is also
not included.
Consequently the Funding scheme typology dimensions for Task 3.1 can be summarised as follows:
Dimension “Revenue Stream”
 Cost coverage (revenue stream)
 Risk of income (revenue stream)
 Market and environmental efficiency (allocative efficiency and internalization of environmental
costs)
 Public acceptability of Funding scheme
Dimension “Remuneration scheme”
 Cost coverage (remuneration scheme)
 Risk of income (remuneration scheme)
 Optimal operational performance (incentives to Agent)

4.5.3 Scoring methodology
Table 4.5.1 describes the scoring methodology of the dimensions, sub-dimensions and indicators.
Table 4.5.2 includes their weighting and relation to the data available in the case studies. In several
cases, the proposed assessment is based not on quantitative data from each case study but on
general scenario characteristics that can be associated with each case study. The Remuneration
scheme dimension is not applicable in the case of publically delivered projects. However, for
consistency it may be viewed as the return to the state and takes a value equal to the Revenue
stream dimension.
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Data availability

Indicator

Type of data
[scenario- case]

Dimensions
and Subdimensions

Type of variable and
possible scale
[direction of effect
on dimension*]

Table 4.5.1: Summary of Funding scheme typology dimensions, indicators and their
corresponding scoring method

Assessment

Case study
template
related
questions

DIMENSION: REMUNERATION SCHEME
Cost
recovery
(remuneratio
n scheme)

Risk of
income
(remuneratio
n scheme)

Optimal
operational
performance
(Incentives
to Agent)

Share of
coverage of
project
costs
assured by
the funding
scheme
a: Share of
income
stream i on
total
revenues

Expected case
revenues
as % of
full project
costs [+]

yes

directly from case data (it
may be assumed that the
condition that the revenues
are at least 100% is met in
all private projects)

I.8.3

a: 0-100% case
[-]

yes

directly from case data

Indicator a.:
I.8.3

b: Risk of
income
source i

b: scale: 1 scenario or
(low risk)
case
to 4 (high
risk)

scenario:
yes
case:
normally
not, but
specific
assessme
nt based
on case
context
(competiti
ve
environme
nt, etc)
may be
made

scenario:
Assessment per
remuneration method /
income source:
- Usage payment: 3
- Availability payment: 2
- Quality performance
payments: 2
- Subventions: 1

Indicator b.:
- risk
allocation:
I.8.4
- severity of
risk: not
available in
template

si: score of
income (or
penalty)
stream i on
incentives

scale: 1
scenario or
(inadequat case
e
incentive)
to 4
(adequate
incentive)
[+]

scenario:
yes
case:
normally
not, but
specific
assessme
nt based
on case
context
(analysis
of
incentives
of each
income
stream)

case:
if there is no data, expert
opinion assessment based
on context (competitive
environment, State
creditworthiness, etc.) may
be realized
Elements that contribute to
good score:
- application of availability
and/or quality performance
payments
- application of usage
payments in a case where
the demand is ELASTIC to
the quality of the service
Elements that contribute to
a bad score:
- application of usage
payments in a case where
the demand is INELASTIC
to the quality of the service
- application of subventions
or other income streams

Types of
income
stream:
I.8.3
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Data availability

Type of data
[scenario- case]

Indicator

Type of variable and
possible scale
[direction of effect
on dimension*]

Dimensions
and Subdimensions

Assessment

Case study
template
related
questions

that do not depend on a
good performance of the
operator
The case study templates
do not include direct
information on the elasticity
of demand. If further
information is unavailable,
the following scores for
usage payments are
suggested per mode of
transport: Road - 2; Railway
- 2; Airport - 2; Port - 3.

wi: % of
%
income
stream i on
total income

case

DIMENSION: REVENUE STREAM
Cost
Share of
Expected case
coverage
coverage of revenues
(revenue
project
as % of
streams)
costs
full project
assured by costs [+]
the funding
scheme

yes

scarce

Note: if the contract
includes penalties/rewards
based on availability or
quality performance which
cannot be translated into a
"share" of revenue stream,
a bonus on the score (e.g.
an extra point) could be
introduced in relation to the
assessment based on
"basic" revenues
directly from case data (if
case study doesn't provide
exact data, the general
knowledge of the income
streams allows to apply
approximate shares of each
stream)
directly from case data (but
not available in most case
studies; in some cases the
possible full cost coverage
can be inferred from the
remuneration scheme - e.g.
a remuneration scheme
fully based on user
payments has >100% cost
coverage; on the other
hand, if the remuneration
scheme is based on
availability/quality, it may
not be clear if that money
comes from funds
generated by the project)

I.8.3

I.8.5
(indirectly
I.8.3).
In public
cases,
apply I.8.3
data.
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Risk of
revenues
(revenue
streams)

Market and
environment
al efficiency

Data availability

Type of data
[scenario- case]

Indicator

Type of variable and
possible scale
[direction of effect
on dimension*]

Dimensions
and Subdimensions

Assessment

Case study
template
related
questions

a: Share of
revenue
stream i on
total
revenues

a: 0-100% case
[-]

scarce

directly from case data (but
available only in a minority
of case studies)

I.8.5

b: Risk of
revenue
source i

b: scale: 1 scenario or
(low risk)
case
to 4 (high
risk)

scenario:
yes
case:
normally
not, but
specific
assessme
nt based
on case
context
(competiti
ve
environme
nt, etc.)
may be
made

scenario:
Assessment per
remuneration method /
income source:
- User pays: 3
- Externality internalization:
4
- Consumption: 3
- Earmarking: 2
- Value capture: 2
- Public budget: 1

Apply
“scenario”
assessment
scores,
unless case
study
presents
more
detailed
information.

scenario:
yes
case:
subjective
assessme
nt

If there is concurrent
infrastructure, is the
applicable pricing also
based on the same
principles of social marginal
costs?
scenario:
Under no detailed case
information, it is suggested
to assume that the answer
is yes.
case (information usually
not available):
subjective assessment on

smc1:
Adherence
of
infrastructur
e use
pricing
scheme to
(social)
marginal
costs of
infrastructur
e use
smc2:
Application
of
consistent
marginal
cost pricing
scheme in
concurrent
infrastructur
e

Scale: 1 to scenario or
4 (1 - not
case
related; 4
- fully
related)
[+]

Boolean
(1/0) [+]

scenario or
case

case:
if there is no data, expert
opinion assessment based
on context (competitive
environment, State
creditworthiness, etc.) may
be realized
scenario: - Does the pricing scheme
I.8.5
yes
reflect scarcity (airports and
case:
ports) or congestion costs
partly data (roads and railways)?
/ partly
- Does the pricing scheme
subjective reflect the internalization of
assessme external environmental and
nt
infrastructure (wear & tear)?

I.9 Conflicting
pricing
objectives
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Data availability

Type of data
[scenario- case]

Indicator

Type of variable and
possible scale
[direction of effect
on dimension*]

Dimensions
and Subdimensions

Assessment

Case study
template
related
questions

“conflicting pricing
objectives”
Public
acceptability
of funding
scheme

pa1: Direct
benefits of
project to
Funding
Agent(s)

pa2:
Perception
that pricing
revenue is
applied
towards a
desired
objective

Scale: 1 to scenario or
4
case
(1 - no
benefits to
funding
agent(s);
4 - full
alignment
of benefits
to funding
agent) [+]

Scale: 1 to scenario or
4
case
(1 applicatio
n of
revenues
not
transpare
nt ; 4 applicatio
n of
revenue
transpare
nt and
towards a
desired
objective)
[+]

scenario:
yes
case:
partly data
/ partly
subjective
assessme
nt

scenario:
yes
case: yes

scenario:
Score per Funding Agent:
New Users (greenfield
infrastructure): 4
Users previously noncharged (brownfield
infrastructure): 2
Value capture: 3
General public taxpayers: 2
Other specific agents not
directly benefitted from
project: 1
case: subjective
assessment on
“acceptability” of funding
scheme
Are revenues allocated to
an objective perceived as
desirable?
Typical cases:
- User-pays principle
- Polluter-pays principle
- Urban tolls applied to fund
sustainable mobility
(collective transport, ....)

I.9 Acceptabilit
y

Inference
from I.8.5

Table 4.5.2: Summary of Funding scheme typology dimensions, indicators and their weighting
Dimensions and Sub-dimensions

Weight / Score

DIMENSION: REMUNERATION SCHEME
Cost recovery (remuneration scheme)
Risk of income (remuneration scheme)

w: Cond. (>=100%)
w: 1
s: ∑(a.b)
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Dimensions and Sub-dimensions
Optimal operational performance
(Incentives to Agent)
DIMENSION: REVENUE STREAM
Cost coverage (revenue streams)
Risk of revenues
(revenue streams)
Market and environmental efficiency
Public acceptability of funding scheme

Weight / Score
w: 1
s: ∑(wi.si)
w: 2
w: 1
s: ∑(a.b)
w: 1
s: smc1 (smc2 cond.)
w: 1
s: pa1 + 0.5*pa2
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4.6 Financing scheme typology
4.6.1 Introduction
The Financing scheme typology dimensions, as described in Task 2.3, were based on the premise
that an actual financing scheme reflects the risk-profile of the project as it is evaluated by the relevant
(potential) investors in light of their own risk-return appetites. In other words, the financing scheme is
interpreted as a result of, simultaneously, project characteristics and sponsor characteristics.
The project characteristics, or risk-profile of the project, are described in sufficient detail by all other
typologies analysed in WP2. The individual effects of these typologies on the financing scheme (when
applicable) are presented in the Task 2.3 report under the discussion of project risks and are revisited
in section 4.6.3 below.
This risk-profile of the project is expected to be matched by an appropriate set of sponsors and of
financial instruments used by these sponsors: A low-risk project will be expected to more easily attract
risk-averse investors. However, it may also get them to choose more risk-sensitive instruments, than
a high-risk project. This is because a low-risk project can usually be perceived as more robust and
resilient to unexpected events thus resulting in more “aggressive” financing structures that may aim to
maximize expected returns. In other words, a low-risk project can many times be characterized by a
(seemingly) high-risk “risk-profile of financing”.
Consequently, there is an inverse matching relationship between the risk-profile of the Financing
scheme on the one hand and the risk-profile of the project on the other hand. If the latter is “high-risk”,
it should be reflected in the former one as “low-risk”, and vice versa. This inverse matching
relationship is the basic hypothesis that drives the development of the financing scheme. It will
subsequently need to be tested empirically based on the financial information available from the case
studies.

4.6.2 Dimensions and Indicators
Due to limited data availability, (as identified by the cases collected so far) the originally defined
dimensions of the Financing scheme will need to be further confined to two basic indicators:
 Project gearing ratio, i.e. ratio of debt to equity in the project’s financing structure
 Sources of finance, i.e. types of financers, and their composition in the project’s financing
structure
In the context of Task 3.1 these indicators have to be aggregated into one single indicator that will
reflect the overall characteristics of the Financing scheme. This indicator is the “Risk-profile of
financing” which can be high or low on a one-dimensional scale.

4.6.3 Relationship between financing scheme and other typologies
The project characteristics, or risk-profile of the projects, are described in sufficient detail by all other
typologies of WP2. The overall project riskiness is to be inversely matched by the “risk-profile of
financing” indicator.
As an example, the perceived riskiness of a transport project depends a lot on the interaction between
the Financing scheme and the underlying Funding scheme:
 In the case of publicly financed projects the various revenue streams should (ideally) match
the public financing that the project receives (cost recovery). This should be a first “Matching
principle”.
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In the case of privately co-financed projects the funding scheme can also consider enhancing
measures that would make a project “attractive” to private sector financiers. In this case the
combination of revenue stream(s), remuneration method(s) and enhancing measure(s)
determine the availability, type and characteristics of the financing that is committed to the
project by the private sector (in this case both cost recovery and risk of income are extremely
important and necessary to consider).

4.6.4 Scoring methodology
In order to quantify the indicator of “Risk-profile of financing” its constituent indicators will need to be
scored and combined. The following sections present details on this process.
Financiers of infrastructure projects in the order of decreasing risk aversion
Sources of debt
We distinguish between four categories of sources of debt according to their risk aversion. The first
one, which includes the most risk-averse debt suppliers, mainly consists of private investors. That can
be the general public, although they have practically no relevance for infrastructure projects, or
institutional investors like pension funds and insurance companies, which are becoming a significant
source of debt often via tradable debt instruments (bonds). We also include non-leading banks in this
first category since we see only a small difference between their degrees of risk aversion compared to
the mentioned non-bank investors. These sources of credit are seen as being ready to take
considerable risk only for a good return. Their presence is therefore interpreted as an indicator of a
healthy return-risk-relationship of the project (i.e. relatively low project risks).
Lead banks, which constitute the second category, are the most common source of debt in
5
infrastructure project finance. They are in general inclined to take up a rather large proportion of a
project’s debt and therefore risk. On the other hand they demand deep insights into the project’s
business plan and may even interfere (or demand the provision of future step-in rights) in order to limit
overall risks. Their participation in the financing of a project through loans can thus be seen as an
intermediate sign of riskiness.
The final two categories contain publicly controlled players, namely, international public financial
institutions, e.g. the European Investment Bank, and governments, be it local, state, federal, or
national. Their common characteristic is that purely economic arguments may play a minor role in
their decision making process. Other factors like encouraging investment or regional support can also
have a substantial influence. Thus, their motive of risk-aversion is put into perspective by such other,
non-economic motives. We separated them into two categories since governments may participate in
even more risky projects due to political will or the existence of various possibilities to internalise
financial risks.
The following list shows the above described categories of sources of debt in the order of decreasing
risk averseness.
Debt A. Investors (debt) with a high aversion against risk taking: The general public (tradable
bonds), other institutional investors (e.g. pension funds, insurance companies, other debt
funds), non-leading banks
Debt B. Lead banks
Debt C. International financial public institutions IFIs (e.g. EIB)
Debt D. Governments
5

On the distinction between lead banks on the one hand and other banks and other private investors
on the other hand see Tirole (2006): The Theory of Corporate Finance, p.87, section 2.3.4.1, Duality
on the Lending Scale.
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Sources of equity
Similar to the above reasoning we categorise the sources of equity with respect to their willingness to
bear risks in relation to expected project returns. Again, small private investors from the general public
are seen as the most risk-averse group. We did not distinguish between these private investors and
commercial banks since both tend to avoid equity contributions to infrastructure projects unless they
have exceptional risk-return relationships.
Financial investors like infrastructure or private equity funds build the second category along with
strategic investors (project sponsors) who develop, build, or run the respective transport
infrastructure. For the latter group, their involvement as a sponsor overrides motives of risk-aversion.
Moreover, it increases their incentive to perform well in their role as contractors, SPV managers, etc.
and therefore reduces the perceived riskiness of a project.
The least risk-averse category contains central or local governments, municipalities, or municipalised
companies, whose aims centre on social welfare rather than on adequate risk repayment. However, it
should be noted that it is relatively rare to see such entities participating in financing structures as true
equity investors (i.e. expecting a return on the invested capital that is pari passu with other equity
investors). Most of the times the equity contribution of these entities comes in the form of grants
and/or subsidies to the project that are not expected to be directly repaid but which nevertheless
reduce the cost of capital of the project (see additional discussion below).
The following list shows these categories of sources of equity in the order of decreasing risk aversion.
Equity A. Investors (equity) with a high aversion against risk taking: The general public
(tradable shares), commercial Banks
Equity B. Infrastructure funds and private equity funds, strategic investors (e.g. contractors,
operators and other project sponsors)
Equity C. Government
Construction of a Financial Indicator variable
As set out above, we interpret financial structure as an inverse image of the underlying project risk.
Our aim is to represent this relationship by a numerical indicator: a relatively high number should
represent a project with relatively low risk as perceived by investors. This implies that a more riskaverse source or type of financing, as it corresponds to a less risky project, should carry a higher
index number than in the opposite case.
In the following, it is assumed that adequate quantitative information about the relative shares
contributed by types of sponsors exists for the cases in the BENEFIT database. If this assumption
turns out to be erroneous, and only qualitative information is given, one might take recourse to an
“equal shares” assumption.
Indicator for different sources of debt
For a purely debt-financed project we propose to represent the four categories of sources of debt by
the following indicator scores (Table 4.6.1):

Table 4.6.1: Scoring of Indicator for Source of Debt
Debt Category
Debt A. Investors (debt) with a high aversion against
risk taking: The general public (tradable
bonds), other institutional investors (e.g.
pension funds, insurance companies, other
funds), non-leading banks
Debt B. Lead banks

Debt Indicator Value (Idebt)
4

3
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Debt C.
Debt D.

International Financial public Institutions IFIs
(e.g. EIB)
Government

1,5
1

If such a project is financed by different sources of debt, a weighted average of these numbers should
be sought, where weights shall be given according to (conjectured) percentage share of the debt
classes.
It should be noted that there is some arbitrariness in the choice of the above scoring numbers. In
principle, any decreasing sequence of numbers is consistent with the choice of debt categories
motivated in the section before. However, we chose numbers on purpose in such a way that there is
only a small difference between categories Debt A and Debt B and particularly between categories
Debt C and Debt D, whereas there is a large difference between categories Debt B and Debt C.
In an empirical analysis some experimentation with these numbers is in order. Possibly some
numbers could be determined by best fit, as long as their order is maintained.
Indicator for different sources of equity
For a purely equity-financed project we propose to represent the three categories of sources of equity
by the following indicator scores (Table 4.6.2):
Table 4.6.2: Scoring of Indicator for Sources of Equity
Equity Category
Equity Indicator Value (Ieq)
Equity A. Investors (equity) with a high aversion
4
against risk taking: The general public
(tradable shares), commercial Banks
Equity B. Infrastructure funds and private equity funds,
3
individual
affiliated
investors
(e.g.
contractors, operators and other project
sponsors)
Equity C. Government
1
If such a project is financed by different sources of equity, a weighted average of these numbers
should be sought, where weights shall be given according to (conjectured) percentage share of the
equity classes.
As to the exact choice of numbers, the same remark is in order as for the debt-indices above. Again,
we decided for a small step between categories Equity A and Equity B while for a larger step between
categories Equity B and Equity C.
Indicator for a mixed debt-equity financed project
Almost every project is financed by a mix of equity and debt. Let d be the share of debt, expressed as
6
a number between 0 and 1. Then 1-d is the corresponding share of equity. We propose that the
compound indicator value of the project, denoted by I, be given by:
I = 0.5 * Ieq * (1-d) + Idebt * d
The factor 0.5 is a “discount” on equity expressing (i) that equity holders are generally accepting more
risk than debt holders and (ii) that an increase of the debt level d makes the debt instrument itself
more risky (albeit always less risky than equity). In other words, a higher share of debt indicates that
the average investor is accepting a higher project risk, which in turn is interpreted as an indicator that

6

It holds: If r is the debt/equity ratio (gearing ratio), then d=r/(1+r).
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project risk is not perceived as very high in the first place, so that the numerical indicator should be
higher.
As with the indicator values introduced in the two tables above, the exact discounting factor of 0.5 is
up to discussion and could be replaced in principle by any other number strictly between 0 and 1.
Here we opted for the mid-point.
Taking account of other sources of finance
There are other sources of financing, besides debt and equity. The following list states, how these
should be treated, where explanations follow subsequently:
1. Shareholder loan: to be treated as part of equity with the indicator score of the shareholder
type
2. Subsidy: government equity (indicator score = 1)
3. Mezzanine: decide on case-to-case basis whether it is to be treated like debt or equity
4. Purely public cases (non-PPP): indicator for equity = 1
5. Government guarantee on debt: to be treated like government equity or subsidy
A shareholder loan (item 1) is often treated just as a part of the shareholder’s equity. A government
subsidy (item 2) is the least risky source of investment; while in case of government equity the state is
(at least formally) expecting some kind of reward, it does not at all in case of a subsidy. We refrained
from giving it an even lower number than for government equity, since also in the case of equity, the
state is often not expecting any dividend from his investment. Mezzanine forms of investment (item 3)
should be assessed on a case-by-case basis; some of them resemble more the debt instruments
some others more the equity side.
In case of a public project (item 4) the equity value should be set equal to 1, as in the case of public
equity. Public projects often also issue debt (often held by banks or public financial institutions). In
these cases, the debt should be evaluated in just the same way as for PPPs. However, in case of
public projects it often happens that the state supports its debts by default guarantees (item 5). In this
case it practically transforms the government debt into a government subsidy or government equity
(indicator = 0.5 * 1 = 0.5 including the discount on equity for this equity-like type of government
financing).
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5. Demonstration of the “Matching Framework”
This section aims to give a practical demonstration of the “Matching Framework”. Examples of
typology dimensions score estimations are presented based on the first snapshot: project award. The
demonstration is based on information from various projects as retrieved from the BENEFIT database
and calculated based on the respective scoring systems presented in Chapter 4.
Examples are given per typology contribution for a number of project cases included in the database.
A full project description at project award is illustrated and discussed for one case delivered by the
public sector (Public – ID 3), while a full set of snapshots describes a PPP case (PPP- ID 3).

5.1 Implementation context typology
Based on the described methodology the implementation context dimension indicators have been
calculated for each country in the database ranging from 1996 to 2013.
The indicator values are given for a number of projects in the BENEFIT database as an example. As
noted in the introduction to this Chapter, all indicator values are calculated for the purpose of this
chapter for the snapshot that corresponds to the award time. For this indicator, values are provided in
Table 5.1 for award and the date of reporting (2014) to illustrate changes in this indicator.
Table 5.1: Examples of Implementation Context typology indicators
Type

ID

Award
Year

Award Snapshot

Case Reporting Time Snapshot
(2014)

Inst/nal Ind.

Macro Ind.

Inst/nal Ind.

Macro Ind.

PPP

2

2001*

0.59

0.543

0.57

0,358

PPP

41

2009

0.76

0.633

0.77

0.600

PPP

45

2008

0.74

0.691

0.77

0.600

PPP

56

2006

0.72

0.658

0.71

0.425

Public

3

2010

0.64

0.616

0.66

0.616

Public

18

2006

0.80

0.692

0.80

0.716

*Award Year was 1995 – nearest value employed for macroeconomic index
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5.2 Transport Mode context typology
With reference to Figure 3.1.1, key dimensions of the Transport Mode context typology concern
decisions that provide input to the project- system. These include, but are not restricted to, the size of
the infrastructure and its respective investment size, the technical characteristics, the users the
infrastructure may serve and many other relevant information that are not subject to change once the
decision to go-ahead with the investment and award the contract has been taken.
Of course, changes with respect to technical specifications, scope and size may stage depending on
the project implementation stage. These changes are then reflected in project cost overruns, delays,
the quality of the infrastructure services etc.
The Reliability/Availability Indicator is given for a number of projects (as an example) for the award
snapshot and the case reported one in Table 5.2.1.
Table 5.2.1: Examples of the Reliability/ Availability Indicator
Type

ID

Award Snapshot

Case Reporting Time
Snapshot

PPP

2

100%

100%

PPP

41

100%

100%

PPP

45

100%

100%

PPP

56

100%

100%

Public

3

100%

75%

Public

18

100%

100%

In two cases above (PPP-45 and Public-18, the value assigned refers to the anticipated as either the
project has just been inaugurated or is still under construction.
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5.3 Business Model typology
The values of the Business Model typology dimensions for the snapshot corresponding to the award time are presented in the following Tables. It is stressed
that in most cases the indicator values of Table 5.3.6 referring to the wider Economic, Environmental, Social and Institutional impacts will not form part of the
revenue support dimension, as these are not “harvested” by the Funding scheme, as it happens in all cases listed in the example.
Table 5.3.1: Examples of Project Values for the Cost Saving Dimension

Type

ID

Level of
Civil
Works*
X1

Capability
to
Construct
X2

Level of
Optimal
Const. Risk
Allocation*
X3

Adoption
of
Innovation
X4

Capability
to
Innovate
X5

Life-Cycle
Planning
X7

Capability
to Operate
X8

Level of
Optimal
Operation/
Main. Risk
Allocation
*
X9

ΦCS

PPP

2

91%

0.775

100%

100%

100%

100%

0.717

100%

2.287

PPP

28

0%

0.667

100%

100%

100%

100%

1.00

100%

2.667

PPP

41

23%

0.333

100%

100%

100%

100%

0.347

100%

1.527

PPP

45

0%

0.833

100%

100%

100%

100%

1.00

100%

2.833

PPP

56

0%

0.807

100%

100%

100%

100%

0.656

100%

2.463

Public

3

0%

0.333

100%

100%

100%

0%

0.667

100%

1.333

Public

18

12%

1.00

100%

100%

100%

0%

0.667

100%

2.000

Public

31

0%

0.500

100%

100%

100%

0%

1.000

100%

1.500

*Wherever values were not available in the database, the best value of the indicator was assigned
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Table 5.3.2: Examples of Project Values for the Revenue Support Dimension (i)

ID

Share of
Greenfield
X10

Coopetit
ion
X11

Capability
to Manage
Demand*
X12

Level of
Optimal
Demand
Risk
Allocation
X13

Level of
satisfac
tion
X14

(i)
ΦRS

PPP

2

100%

90.90%

62.5%

79.5%

100%

0.45

PPP

28

100%

72.70%

50.0%

81.8%

100%

0.30

PPP

41

100%

36.40%

31.3%

98.9%

100%

0.11

PPP

45

100%

45.50%

31.3%

92.0%

100%

0.13

PPP

56

0%

100%

93.8%

94.3%

100%

0.00

Public

3

0%

0%

25.0%

59.1%

100%

0.00

Public

18

100%

90.90%

87.5%

93.2%

100%

0.74

Public

31

100%

81.80%

56.3%

76.1%

100%

0.35

Type

Table 5.3.3: Examples of Project Values for the Revenue Support Dimension (ii)

ID

Share of
Brownfield
X15

Coopetition
X16

Capabil
ity to
Manag
e
Deman
d*
X17

PPP

2

0%

90.90%

62.5%

79.5%

100%

0.00

PPP

28

0%

72.70%

50.0%

81.8%

100%

0.00

PPP

41

0%

36.40%

31.3%

98.9%

100%

0.00

PPP

45

0%

45.50%

31.3%

92.0%

100%

0.00

PPP

56

100%

100%

93.8%

94.3%

100%

0.88

Public

3

100%

0%

25.0%

59.1%

100%

0.00

Public

18

100%

90.90%

87.5%

93.2%

100%

0.74

Public

31

0%

81.80%

56.3%

76.1%

100%

0.00

Type

Level of
Optimal
Demand
Risk
Allocation
X18

Level of
satisfaction
X19

(ii)
ΦRS
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Table 5.3.4: Examples of Project Values for the Revenue Support Dimension (iii)
Coopetition
X16

Capability
to Manage
Demand*
X17

Level of
Optimal
Demand
Risk
Allocatio
n
X18

Level of
satisfaction
X19

(iii)
ΦRS

0%

90.90%

62.5%

79.5%

100%

0.00

28

0%

72.70%

50.0%

81.8%

100%

0.00

PPP

41

0%

36.40%

31.3%

98.9%

100%

0.00

PPP

45

0%

45.50%

31.3%

92.0%

100%

0.00

PPP

56

0%

100%

93.8%

94.3%

100%

0.00

Public

3

0%

0%

25.0%

59.1%

100%

0.00

Public

18

12%

90.90%

87.5%

93.2%

100%

0.09

Public

31

0%

81.80%

56.3%

76.1%

100%

0.00

ID

Share of
Other
Transport
X15

PPP

2

PPP

Type

Table 5.3.5: Examples of Project Values for the Revenue Support Dimension (iv)
Capability
to Manage
Demand*
X17

Level of
Optimal
Demand
Risk
Allocatio
n
X18

Level of
satisfaction
X19

(iv)
ΦRS

90.90%

62.5%

79.5%

100%

0.00

0%

72.70%

50.0%

81.8%

100%

0.00

41

0%

36.40%

31.3%

98.9%

100%

0.00

PPP

45

0%

45.50%

31.3%

92.0%

100%

0.00

PPP

56

10%

100%

93.8%

94.3%

100%

0.09

Public

3

0%

0%

25.0%

59.1%

100%

0.00

Public

18

30%*

90.90%

87.5%

93.2%

100%

0.22

Public

31

0%

81.80%

56.3%

76.1%

100%

0.00

ID

Share of
nonTransport
revenue
X15

Coopetition
X16

PPP

2

0%

PPP

28

PPP

Type

*Estimate
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Table 5.3.6: Examples of Project Values for the Revenue Support Dimension (v)
ID

Other
Economic
X23

Other
Environmental
X24

Other
Social
X25

Other
Institutio
nal
X126

(v)
ΦRS

PPP

2

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

PPP

28

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

PPP

41

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

PPP

45

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

PPP

56

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

Public

3

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

Public

18

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

Public

31

100%

100%

100%

100%

0

Type

Evidently, the values for Revenue Support (v) are not included in the Business Case but they do form
part of the Business Model.

Table 5.3.7: Examples of Project Values for the Revenue Support Dimension
ID

(i)
ΦRS

(ii)
ΦRS

(iii)
ΦRS

(iv)
ΦRS

TL ΦRS
(1+ (i)+(ii)+(iii)+(iv))

PPP

2

0.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.45

PPP

28

0.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.3

PPP

41

0.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.11

PPP

45

0.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.13

PPP

56

0.00

0.88

0.00

0.09

1.97

Public

3

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1

Public

18

0.74

0.74

0.09

0.22

2.79

Public

31

0.35

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.35

Type
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5.4 Governance typology
Based on the scoring system presented in the relevant section of Chapter 4, examples of the
governance typology indicator of projects are given below in Table 5.4.1 for the snapshot referring to
project award.
Table 5.4.1: Examples of the Governance Indicator value of projects
Type

ID

Indicator value

PPP

2

0.545

PPP

17

0.556

PPP

28

0.333

PPP

34

0.556

PPP

41

0.556

PPP

45

0.444

PPP

56

0.556

Public

3

0.167

Public

37

0.611
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5.5 Funding scheme typology
Based on the scoring methodology presented in the relevant section of Chapter 4, examples of the
Funding scheme indicators are given below in Tables 5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. Tables 5.5.1 and 5.5.2
correspond to PPP projects while Table 5.5.3 to a publicly financed project.
Table 5.5.1: Case ID 2
DIMENSION:
REMUNERATION
SCHEME

Dimension

Subdimension

score

score

Indicators

weight

scores

0,33

Cost recovery
(remuneration
scheme)

100% w:
Cond.
(>=100
%)

Risk of income
(remuneration
scheme)

0,33

Optimal operational
performance
(Incentives to
Agent)

0,33

Share of
coverage
of project
costs
assured by
the
stream 1:
funding
user
stream stream stream
scheme
charges 2: 3: 4: 1 a: Share of
100%
0%
0%
0%
income
stream i
on total
revenues
b: Risk of
3
income
source i
1 si: score of
2
income (or
penalty)
stream i
on
incentives
wi: % of
income
stream i
on total
income

DIMENSION:
REVENUE
STREAM
Cost coverage
(revenue streams)

100%

0%

0%

0%

0,73

100%

2 Share of
coverage
of project
costs
assured by
the
stream 1:
funding
user
stream stream stream
scheme
charges 2: 3: 4: -
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DIMENSION:
REMUNERATION
SCHEME
Risk of revenues
(revenue streams)

Market and
environmental
efficiency

Public acceptability
of funding scheme

Dimension
score

Subdimension

Indicators

score weight
scores
0,33
1 a: Share of
100%
revenue
stream i
on total
revenues
b: Risk of
3
revenue
source i
0,33
1 smc1:
2
Adherence
of
infrastruct
ure use
pricing
scheme to
(social)
marginal
costs of
infrastruct
ure use
smc2:
1
Application
of
consistent
marginal
cost
pricing
scheme in
concurrent
infrastruct
ure
1,00
1 pa1: Direct
4
benefits of
project to
Funding
Agent(s)
pa2:
4
Perception
that pricing
revenue is
applied
towards a
desired
objective
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Table 5.5.2: Case ID 34
Score
DIMENSION:
SubREMUNERATION Dim. dim.
SCHEME
0,42
Cost recovery
(remuneration
scheme)

Optimal
operational
performance
(Incentives to
Agent)

Risk of revenues
(revenue streams)

Market and
environmental
efficiency

Public
acceptability of
funding scheme

(w)

scores

100% 0% Share of coverage
of project costs
stream
assured by the
1: user stream 2:
stream stream
funding scheme
charges subventions 3: 4: 0,67
1 a: Share of income
50%
50%
0%
0%
stream i on total
revenues
b: Risk of income
3
1
source i
0,17
1 si: score of income
2
1
(or penalty) stream i
on incentives
wi: % of income
50%
50%
0%
0%
stream i on total
income

Risk of income
(remuneration
scheme)

DIMENSION:
REVENUE
STREAM
Cost coverage
(revenue streams)

Indicators

0,33

50%

0,33

-0,33

0,67

2 Share of coverage
of project costs
stream
assured by the
1: user
funding scheme
charges stream 2: 1 a: Share of revenue
100%
stream i on total
revenues
b: Risk of revenue
3
source i
1 smc1: Adherence of
2
infrastructure use
pricing scheme to
(social) marginal
costs of
infrastructure use
smc2: Application of
0
consistent marginal
cost pricing scheme
in concurrent
infrastructure
1 pa1: Direct benefits
3
of project to Funding
Agent(s)
pa2: Perception that
3
pricing revenue is
applied towards a
desired objective

stream stream
3: 4: -
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Table 5.5.3: Case ID 3
Score

DIMENSION:
REVENUE
STREAM
Cost
coverage
(revenue
streams)

Dim.
0,80

Indicators
Subdim.

50%

Risk of
revenues
(revenue
streams)

0,33

Market and
environmental
efficiency

0,67

Public
acceptability
of funding
scheme

1,00

(w)

scores

2 Share of
coverage of
project costs
stream 1: stream 2:
assured by the
user
usage
stream stream
funding scheme charges payments 3: 4: 1 a: Share of
10%
90%
0%
0%
revenue stream
i on total
revenues
b: Risk of
3
3
revenue source i
1 smc1:
3
Adherence of
infrastructure
use pricing
scheme to
(social) marginal
costs of
infrastructure
use
smc2:
1
Application of
consistent
marginal cost
pricing scheme
in concurrent
infrastructure
1 pa1: Direct
4
benefits of
project to
Funding
Agent(s)
pa2: Perception
4
that pricing
revenue is
applied towards
a desired
objective

It should be noted that the remuneration dimension in a publically delivered case is equal to the
revenue stream one.
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5.6 Financing scheme typology
The scoring methodology for the “risk-profile of financing” indicator I outlined above has been trial
tested with a use of a random sample of 9 projects, both PPP and public financed, from the BENEFIT
database. Table 5.4.1 shows the values of the indicator based on the information available for each
case.
Table 5.4.1: Computation of indicator for 9 projects
PPP / Public
ID
d
I debt
I eq
I
PPP

2

0.45

1.50

1.31

1.04

PPP

8

0.67

1.50

3

1.50

PPP

28

0.88

2.08

3

2.01

PPP

34

0.56

3.50

1.07

2.20

PPP

41

0.90

3.67

3

3.45

PPP

45

0.21

1.73

3

1.55

PPP

56

0.80

4.00

3

3.49

Public

3

0.32

4.00

1

1.61

Public

28

0.91

1.00

1

0.95

It should be noted that in the public financed project with ID 28 the determined debt share of 91%
seems unrealistically high. Furthermore the debt holding company RFF has most probably a
government guarantee. Taking this into account the index would take the lowest value of 0.50 instead
of 0.95.
The “risk of financing” indicator (I) can be further normalised to take values in the [0, 1] interval by
dividing it by 4. If this normalisation is undertaken then the scores that are closer to 1 will signal a
project with relatively low risk as perceived by investors while a score closer to 0 will denote higher
perceived project riskiness.
Table 5.4.2: Computation of normalised indicator for 9 projects
PPP / Public
ID
d
I debt I eq
I (norm/d)
PPP

2

0.45

1.50

1.31

0.260

PPP

8

0.67

1.50

3

0.375

PPP

28

0.88

2.08

3

0.503

PPP

34

0.56

3.50

1.07

0.550

PPP

41

0.90

3.67

3

0.863

PPP

45

0.21

1.73

3

0.388

PPP

56

0.80

4.00

3

0.873

Public

3

0.32

4

1

0.402

Public

28

0.91

1

1

0.238

Concerning the public project with ID 28, if the government debt guarantee for RFF would be taken
into account, its indicator would be at the lowest possible value of 0.125.
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5.7 Demonstration of Snapshots
The chapter concludes with the demonstration of snapshots of two projects from the BENEFIT
database. Public-ID 3 is a project concerning the development of a low-cost carrier airport on a military
airport brownfield site. The snapshot concerns the award time. The project was delivered through
public financing. The second project is a PPP project concerning the delivery of a new bridge. Here a
timeline of snapshots is delivered.
Table 5.7.1 offers the snapshot of Project Public-ID 3 at the time of award. The values of all typology
dimensions have been included. System outputs at this time are considered to be achieved at 100%,
i.e. they are assumed to be “in-line” with the ex-ante assessment of the project and, therefore, they
have been assigned a “0” indicator value. The information provided by the snapshot, at this point of
development of the “Matching Framework”, offers little insight. It does show, however, that the project
is being developed in a fairly positive implementation context, with well-developed institutions. A point
of consideration and potential risk to the project is the relatively low Governance typology indicator,
suggesting that the project may run into governance problems.
Table 5.7.1: Snapshot of Case Public-ID 3
Snapshot Time
System Inputs
Implementation context
Transport Mode context
Business Model

Funding Scheme
Financing Scheme
Governance Indicator
System outputs

Institutional Indicator
Macroeconomic Indicator
Reliability / Availability Indicator
Cost Saving Dimension
Revenue Support Dimension (i)
Revenue Support Dimension (ii)
Revenue Support Dimension (iii)
Revenue Support Dimension (iv)
TL Revenue Support Dimension
Revenue Stream
Remuneration Scheme

PM Targets

Cost Overrun
Time overrun

Transport Goals
Actual vs Forecast Traffic
Other
Economic
Benefits
Social
Institutional
Environmental

Award 2010
Low cost Carrier Airport
Public
0.64
0.616
1
1.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.80
0.80
0.402
0.167
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 5.7.2 offers five project timeline snapshots of the PPP project PPP-ID 2. This is a new bridge
infrastructure with no brownfield attached nor any additional activities. The snapshots refer to the time
of award, the time of inauguration of operation, 2008, the year before the economic crisis, the year
2012, considered as the pick of the economic crisis and the present (2014).
System input is the technical description of the bridge, its investment size, procurement method etc.
This input remains unchanged throughout the life of the project.
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The values of the Implementation context typology vary significantly over the time period examined,
with a noticeable drop in the Economic – Financial indicator as of 2008 with an overall low in 2012.
The Institutional context indicator demonstrates a relative drop with the best value assigned at the time
of inauguration.
The Cost Saving dimension is the only figure demonstrating negative impact. At award, the value has
a relative high score given the construction difficulty and the capability of the concessioner. Following
the completion of the construction phase with no cost overrun, this score drops to 0.717 representing
the operational cost. Later, capability building through experience improves this score and the project
is not burdened by operational difficulty and the function takes its optimum value 1. This is also
reflected in the Revenue Support score.
The Funding scheme only “harvests” revenues from the greenfield project. The score of the Revenue
Support function of the Business Model typology is relatively low. It remains the same for the
inauguration snapshot as it refers to the assumption made in the ex-ante assessment. The indicator
score is improved for the next two snapshots reflecting the improvement in capability of the consortium
as a whole.
There is no change with respect to the funding scheme, financing scheme or the Governance typology
indicators.
Table 5.7.2: Demonstration of Snapshots for project PPP-ID 2
Snapshot Time
Award
2004
2008
1995
Inauguration
System Inputs
Bridge Characteristics
PPP delivery etc.
ImpleInstitutional
0.59
0.62
0.60
mentation Indicator
context
Macroeconomic
0.543
0.587
0.558
Indicator
Transport Reliability /
Mode
Availability
1
1
1
context
Indicator
Business Cost
Saving
2.287
0.717
0,717
Model
Dimension
Revenue
Support
0.45
0.45
0.45
Dimension (i)
Revenue
Support
0
0
0
Dimension (ii)
Revenue
Support
0
0
0
Dimension (iii)
Revenue
Support
0
0
0
Dimension (iv)
TL Revenue
Support
1.45
1.45
1.45
Dimension
Funding
Revenue Stream
0.80
0.80
0.80
Scheme
Remuneration
0.333
0.333
0.333
Scheme

2012

2014

0.55

0.57

0.292

0.358

1

1

1

1

0.65

0.65

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.65

1.65

0.80

0.80

0.333

0.333
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Financing Scheme
Governance Indicator
System
PM outputs
outputs
Cost Overrun
Time overrun
Transport Goals
Actual vs
Forecast
Other Economic
Other Social
Other
Institutional
Other
Environmental

0.260
0.545

0.260
0.545

0.260
0.545

0.260
0.545

0.260
0.545

0
0
0

0
1
0

0
1
1

0
1
1

0
1
1

0

0

1

0

-1

0
0

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

With respect to System Outputs, there was no cost overrun and with respect to time, the project was
delivered ahead of schedule and, therefore, a positive score is assigned and carried over to the
snapshots following inauguration.
Economic and social benefits exceeding expectations were witnessed even during the construction
phase and continued in the period that followed.
Transport goals were met.
Finally, the focus is on the indicator “actual vs forecast” traffic demand. Operation set off with positive
trends, and demand exceeded expectations before levelling off in 2012 at the height of the crisis. The
drop in traffic, however, is witnessed after the drop of the Economic – Financial and institutional
indicators, as if presenting a lagging effect.
No renegotiation procedure has been initiated for the project, implying that either revenues continue to
hold or that returns established the previous years can compensate. However, the relatively low score
of the Governance typology may suggest a problematic process, should this be initiated.
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6. Validating the “Matching Framework”
The validation of the “Matching Framework” is paramount in testing its ability to achieve its aims and
objectives, firstly, as an ex-post and, secondly, as an ex-ante assessment tool. The validation pertains
to whether the assumptions made in the development of the model are reasonable as well as whether
its acknowledged limitations are restricting its applicability.
Within BENEFIT the process of validation will be stepwise: the “Matching Framework” will be corrected
(as and if necessary) at each step before proceeding to the next. The bulk of the validation process
will be carried out in Task 4.1 stage 2.
The following validation steps are considered:
Validation Step 1:
A critical point in the development of the “Matching Framework” and the dimensions of the typologies
that have been included pertains to the level of aggregation (or reduction of granularity) employed. As
described previously in section 2.3, the dimensions adopted to represent each typology in the model
were:
 Selected so as to keep the complexity of the proposed model as low as possible
 Scored based on scoring methodologies that were primarily based on data availability and/or
proxy values from the BENEFIT database.
Therefore, a first validation step is to assess if the proposed “Matching Framework” possesses enough
detail to capture and reflect changes in anticipated project performance. In practical terms, this
requires checking whether at certain points during the timeline of a project, changes in the “snapshots”
of the project reflect the respective variations in project outcomes. These include (as mentioned in
section 2.1):
 Claims in the case of publicly delivered projects
 Claims and/or contract renegotiations in the case of PPP projects
 Variations in actual versus forecast traffic (categorisation variable of Task 4.1 stage 1)
7
 Variation in cost to completion (categorisation variable of Task 4.1 stage 1)
8
 Variation in time to completion (categorisation variable of Task 4.1 stage 1)
 Variation in transport goals (relief of congestion, reduction of travel time, etc.)
 Variation in expected wider outcomes (economic, environmental, social, institutional)
Implementing this validation step is based on the fact that all cases in the BENEFIT database have at
least two “snapshots” captured. The first corresponds to the time of project award (or financial close in
the case of private financing). The second reflects the project conditions at the time the case was
reported. Other project “snapshots” may be considered based on the project timeline of events, as
recorded in the BENEFIT database.
Conceptually, the validation process is based on a number of simple qualitative questions that stem
from the following basic question:
Has there been a variation between initially anticipated and achieved project outcomes?
The validation process, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, leads either to cases whose level of detail is
satisfactory or to cases that need to be revisited in terms of the level of aggregation employed in their
analysis.

7
8

i.e. cost overruns
i.e. time overruns
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The findings from this first validation step will be compared with findings from Lessons Learned
coming from stage 1 of Task 4.1. The information derived from the joint findings will then be used in
order to establish an appropriate level of aggregation for the constitutive elements (typology
dimensions) of the “Matching Framework”.
It should be noted that a delicate point in this validation step is the identification of the potential of suboptimal initial setup of infrastructure delivery, which will require careful consideration and analysis. The
proposed way forward is always assuming that the system input (decisions) is correct and only reject
this initial assumption if no other justification can be derived by the study of the system values.

Figure 6.1: Step 1 of validation process
Validation Step 2
Following the successful completion of the first validation step, another issue critical for the validity and
reliability of the “Matching Framework” as an analysis and subsequently decision support tool, stems
from the working assumption that all typology dimensions employed are equally weighted.
Refining this initial assumption is an important step in delivering a Framework capable for both ex-post
and ex-ante assessments of infrastructure funding and financing. It is also an important step in
securing the ability of the Framework to transfer lessons learned from one case to another.
As the validation of this assumption is of critical importance and in order to increase the robustness of
the validation process, three parallel validation streams are envisaged:
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The first stream concerns a qualitative assessment of the typology dimensions to which
changes, as identified during the first step of the validation process, can be attributed.
The second stream concerns using all snapshots created during the first step of the validation
process along with the respective project outcomes and carrying out a Fuzzy Qualitative
Comparative Analysis (FQCA). Cases with initial sub-optimal setting will not be included in this
analysis in order to avoid distorting the analysis results.
The third validation stream concerns an econometric analysis that will seek to identify
weighting coefficients. From this analysis sub-optimal initial setups will once again be
excluded to avoid skewing the analysis results.

The findings of the three streams employed will be compared and the weighting factors of each
dimension included in the “Matching Framework” will be assigned.
These findings will be again compared to the findings of Task 4.1 stage 1 on Lessons Learned for
cross-checking.
Validation Step 3
A final validation of the “Matching Framework” concerns its ability to transfer lessons learned. In
essence, this concerns the comparison of performance of different cases based on typology
dimensions taking values in the same range. In effect, this validation step seeks to answer the
following questions:
Do projects with similar typology dimension scores perform the same?
What is the tolerance within which typology dimension scores qualify as “similar”?
Cases that may have been identified under Validation Step 1 that exhibit no performance variation
while there is observed change in the scores assigned to their typology dimensions are scrutinised in
this step and form the starting point of this validation step.
The analysis is carried out throughout the entire sample of snapshots within the framework of Task 4.1
stage 2.
Cases from this step are also selected to be employed in the Policy Dialogue of WP 5.
Validation Step 4 (or Sensitivity Analysis)
A critical requirement of the BENEFIT project is to identify the limitations of the various funding and
financing schemes.
This is the focus of Task 4.2. Under this task, project snapshots will be compared and analysed with
respect to the impact of the financing and the funding scheme typology dimensions on performance.
The comparison will also address and investigate the variation in the scores these typology
dimensions may sustain without “disturbing” the overall project performance. At this point, the
“Matching Framework” should be adequately validated to be able to test hypothetical variations in the
financing and funding scheme typology dimensions, in the form of a sensitivity analysis.
Validation Step 5 (or Calibration)
A final critical aspect of funding and financing transport infrastructure relates to how projects respond
to changes in the macroeconomic environment. BENEFIT aims to investigate the adjustments that are
triggered by such changes to certain typology dimension scores – and which therefore impact project
setup – that would allow projects to cope with the various effects of the economic crisis.
This final calibration step of the model takes place in task 4.3, which places emphasis on the cases
implemented in countries under financial/economic distress. At this point, the “Matching Framework”
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should be adequately validated to be able to test for hypothetical variations in the financing and
funding scheme dimensions, similarly to step 4 previously.
After the successful completion of all validation steps the “Matching Framework” should be able to be
used for the ex-ante assessment of projects in WP5.
It should be noted that whenever a validation step cannot be completed successfully, the “Matching
Framework” will be adjusted and the process repeated starting again from validation step 1.
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A.1 Implementation context typology
Indicators for the implementation context dimensions
DIMENSION I: Institutional context
SUBDIMENSION 1/ Political capacity, support and policies
(1) Political stability & absence of violence
- source: World Bank (WB) worldwide governance indicators
- range: from -2,5 (weak) to +2,5 (strong)
- time: 1996-2014
(2) Control of corruption
- source: World Bank (WB) worldwide governance indicators
- range: from -2,5 (weak) to +2,5 (strong)
- time: 1996-2014
(3) Voice & accountability
- source: World Bank (WB) worldwide governance indicators
- range: from -2,5 (weak) to +2,5 (strong)
- time: 1996-2014
SUBDIMENSION 2/ Legal and regulatory framework
(1) Rule of law
- source: World Bank (WB) worldwide governance indicators
- range: from -2,5 (weak) to +2,5 (strong)
- time: 1996-2014
(2) Regulatory quality
- source: World Bank (WB) worldwide governance indicators
- range: from -2,5 (weak) to +2,5 (strong)
- time: 1996-2014
(3) Restrictiveness of market competition
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- source: OECD statistics the ETCR indicators for liberalization of markets
- range: from 0 (full deregulation) to 6 (restrictive conditions for competition)
- time: 1996-2014 (available from 1975)
- remarks: a) use of aggregate ETCR score because of problems with decomposing it and because of
general nature of other scores (not transport specific), b) five countries in sample have no ETCR
scores (Albania, Cyprus, Croatia, Montenegro, Serbia)
SUBDIMENSION 3/ Public sector capacity
(1) Government effectiveness
- source: World Bank (WB) worldwide governance indicators
- range: from -2,5 (weak) to +2,5 (strong)
- time: 1996-2014

DIMENSION II: Macro-economic and financial context
SUBDIMENSION 4 & 5/Macro-economic environment & financial situation
(1) (Growth) competitiveness index
- source: World Economic Forum
- range: between 1 (weak) and 7 (strong) (period 2014-2001); between -2.5 (weak) and +2.5 (strong)
(period 1997-1999)
- time: 1997-2014
* Potential alternative: exclusive “macro-economic” dimensions of competitiveness index.
Disadvantages: only possible from 2001 onwards, excludes other relevant dimensions like technology,
innovation, etc.
(2) Macro-economic and financial key figures
(A) Inflation, consumer prices
- source: World Bank (WB) development indicators
- range: annual %
- time: 1996-2014
(B) General government final consumption expenditure
- source: World Bank (WB) development indicators
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- range: % of GDP
- time: 1996-2014
(C) GDP per capita growth
- source: World Bank (WB) development indicators
- range: annual %
- time: 1996-2014
(D) Unemployment rate
- source: World Bank (WB) development indicators
- range: annual %
- time: 1996-2014
(E) S&P Global equity prices
- source: World Bank (WB) development indicators
- range: annual %
- time: 1996-2014
(F) Domestic credit to private sector
- source: World Bank (WB) development indicators
- range: % of GDP
- time: 1996-2014
SUBDIMENSION 6/PPP GSC-index
Specific implementation context for privately financed infrastructure projects
Specific implementation context for privately
financed projects (Verhoest et al. 2015)
Political capacity,
commitment and policies
Legal and regulatory
context/framework








PPP strategy
PPP program
level and evolution of political support for PPPs
existence of PPP law
scope and boundary of PPP law
elements provided in procurement legislation
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Public sector capacity
(supporting arrangements)





existence, capacity, functions and location of
supporting units (PPP units)
procedures for project appraisal and prioritization
standardized processes, instruments and contracts
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Table A.1.1: Country Indicators

Aggregated score range from 0 (weak) to 1 (strong)
Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996

Albania
INSTITU ECONOMIC
-TIONAL / FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.433
0.45
0.475
0.45
0.467
0.46
0.508
0.46
0.492
0.47
0.508
0.45
0.525
0.44
0.533
0.41
0.567
0.39
0.367
0.42
0.39
0.39
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.35

Austria
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.667
0.8
0.667
0.8
0.667
0.79
0.667
0.81
0.667
0.8
0.667
0.82
0.7
0.83
0.7
0.82 0.691666667
0.81 0.678333333
0.82
0.685
0.82 0.678333333
0.82 0.578333333
0.8 0.576666667
0.79
0.79
0.78
0.78
0.78

Belgium
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.6
0.77
0.6
0.77 0.616666667
0.78 0.641666667
0.76
0.6
0.76 0.633333333
0.74 0.691666667
0.76 0.691666667
0.76
0.675
0.76 0.626666667
0.77 0.653333333
0.78 0.636666667
0.78 0.566666667
0.77
0.58
0.77
0.75
0.74
0.75
0.75

Switzerland
INSTITU- ECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.808333333
0.82 0.791666667
0.83 0.808333333
0.82
0.8
0.83 0.758333333
0.83
0.725
0.83
0.775
0.83 0.758333333
0.83
0.75
0.82
0.705
0.84 0.706666667
0.8 0.718333333
0.82 0.666666667
0.83 0.696666667
0.83
0.82
0.81
0.79
0.79

Cyprus
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.425
0.71 0.483333333
0.73 0.541666667
0.74 0.633333333
0.74 0.633333333
0.73 0.683333333
0.75
0.7
0.74 0.658333333
0.72
0.675
0.7
0.555
0.7 0.523333333
0.7
0.72
0.7
0.7
0.71
0.71
0.72
0.72
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Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996

Czech Republic
INSTITU ECONOMIC
-TIONAL / FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.658333333
0.67
0.6
0.67
0.625
0.68
0.625
0.67 0.616666667
0.67 0.633333333
0.67 0.666666667
0.66 0.658333333
0.67
0.65
0.66 0.551666667
0.65 0.536666667
0.66 0.513333333
0.66 0.461666667
0.59 0.468333333
0.57
0.61
0.6
0.61
0.61

Denmark
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.733333333
0.85 0.658333333
0.85
0.675
0.87
0.7
0.86 0.708333333
0.87
0.75
0.87 0.808333333
0.88 0.816666667
0.87 0.791666667
0.86 0.773333333
0.88 0.726666667
0.86
0.73
0.85 0.558333333
0.85 0.546666667
0.84
0.83
0.83
0.81
0.81

Germany
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.716666667
0.8
0.7
0.79 0.683333333
0.79 0.658333333
0.79 0.658333333
0.79 0.666666667
0.79
0.725
0.8 0.708333333
0.8 0.691666667
0.79
0.635
0.78 0.628333333
0.77
0.63
0.8 0.581666667
0.81 0.608333333
0.81
0.81
0.8
0.78
0.78

Spain
ECONOMIC
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
0.466666667
0.69
0.475
0.69 0.508333333
0.69 0.558333333
0.68
0.575
0.68
0.6
0.68
0.7
0.68
0.7
0.67
0.7
0.73 0.678333333
0.72
0.665
0.75 0.638333333
0.76 0.616666667
0.75 0.636666667
0.74
0.72
0.72
0.7
0.7

INSTITUTIONAL
SCORE

Estonia
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.725
0.7 0.708333333
0.69 0.708333333
0.7 0.683333333
0.7 0.658333333
0.69 0.641666667
0.7 0.733333333
0.69 0.741666667
0.69
0.725
0.68 0.621666667
0.67 0.608333333
0.66 0.561666667
0.64
0.51
0.63
0.49
0.62
0.6
0.6
0.58
0.58
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Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996

Finland
INSTITU ECONOMIC
-TIONAL / FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.733333333
0.85
0.75
0.86 0.766666667
0.86
0.75
0.86
0.75
0.86 0.758333333
0.84 0.791666667
0.84 0.791666667
0.85
0.775
0.86 0.753333333
0.87
0.745
0.87 0.756666667
0.86 0.616666667
0.86 0.636666667
0.85
0.83
0.83
0.81
0.81

France
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.616666667
0.73
0.6
0.72 0.608333333
0.73 0.633333333
0.74 0.666666667
0.73 0.633333333
0.74 0.683333333
0.74
0.675
0.74
0.65
0.74
0.65
0.75
0.63
0.72 0.633333333
0.72
0.565
0.72
0.59
0.72
0.7
0.7
0.69
0.69

United Kingdom
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.6
0.79 0.583333333
0.79
0.6
0.79 0.616666667
0.79
0.625
0.78
0.625
0.8 0.741666667
0.8 0.783333333
0.81 0.808333333
0.8 0.688333333
0.82
0.685
0.81
0.665
0.82
0.615
0.83
0.635
0.83
0.83
0.83
0.82
0.82

Greece
INSTITU- ECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.358333333
0.57 0.308333333
0.55 0.291666667
0.58
0.4
0.58 0.458333333
0.59
0.5
0.6 0.558333333
0.61 0.558333333
0.61 0.541666667
0.61 0.526666667
0.62 0.586666667
0.61 0.563333333
0.61 0.503333333
0.6 0.543333333
0.6
0.61
0.6
0.59
0.59

Croatia
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.525
0.6
0.55
0.59 0.541666667
0.59 0.558333333
0.59 0.566666667
0.58
0.575
0.58
0.625
0.57 0.591666667
0.57
0.575
0.57
0.46
0.58 0.468333333
0.55 0.451666667
0.56 0.396666667
0.53
0.53
0.46
0.46
0.47
0.47
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Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996

Hungary
INSTITU ECONOMIC
-TIONAL / FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.558333333
0.64 0.533333333
0.64
0.6
0.64
0.575
0.64 0.566666667
0.65 0.558333333
0.66
0.55
0.66 0.566666667
0.67 0.591666667
0.66
0.485
0.66 0.491666667
0.67
0.515
0.67 0.496666667
0.65 0.506666667
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.61
0.61

Italy
ECONOMIC
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
0.45
0.6 0.466666667
0.6 0.483333333
0.6 0.516666667
0.61 0.516666667
0.6 0.491666667
0.6 0.533333333
0.6 0.541666667
0.61 0.558333333
0.62 0.543333333
0.63
0.545
0.63
0.58
0.64
0.565
0.64 0.588333333
0.63
0.63
0.62
0.58
0.57

INSTITUTIONAL
SCORE

Montenegro
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.566666667
0.52 0.541666667
0.52
0.525
0.52 0.591666667
0.51
0.65
0.52 0.633333333
0.51 0.708333333
0.48 0.683333333
0.47
0.325
0.295
0.305

Netherlands
INSTITU- ECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.658333333
0.83 0.658333333
0.84 0.683333333
0.83 0.683333333
0.82 0.666666667
0.82
0.675
0.82 0.758333333
0.82
0.775
0.82 0.766666667
0.83
0.71
0.84 0.688333333
0.83 0.678333333
0.83 0.591666667
0.86 0.646666667
0.86
0.85
0.83
0.82
0.81

Norway
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.841666667
0.84 0.841666667
0.83 0.833333333
0.83
0.825
0.83 0.733333333
0.82 0.766666667
0.82
0.775
0.82 0.808333333
0.82 0.808333333
0.82 0.793333333
0.83 0.756666667
0.81 0.738333333
0.82
0.665
0.81
0.68
0.81
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.81
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Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996

Poland
INSTITU ECONOMIC
-TIONAL / FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.616666667
0.66 0.616666667
0.65
0.6
0.64 0.608333333
0.64 0.616666667
0.63
0.6
0.61 0.633333333
0.59 0.608333333
0.58
0.6
0.59
0.515
0.59 0.508333333
0.6 0.471666667
0.6 0.483333333
0.6 0.458333333
0.59
0.6
0.6
0.59
0.59

Portugal
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.425
0.7 0.441666667
0.68 0.466666667
0.68 0.516666667
0.68
0.55
0.7 0.566666667
0.7 0.616666667
0.68 0.633333333
0.68 0.641666667
0.71
0.585
0.71
0.57
0.71 0.568333333
0.72 0.533333333
0.7
0.54
0.69
0.69
0.69
0.7
0.66

Serbia
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.416666667
0.48 0.408333333
0.47 0.466666667
0.48 0.516666667
0.47 0.483333333
0.47 0.483333333
0.45
0.55
0.44
0.525
0.44
0.4
0.325
0.42
0.295
0.38
0.305
0.37
0.29
0.29
0.3
0.28
0.32
0.29

Slovakia
INSTITU- ECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.641666667
0.65 0.616666667
0.66 0.608333333
0.66 0.608333333
0.65
0.65
0.65 0.658333333
0.66 0.691666667
0.65 0.658333333
0.65
0.7
0.66 0.538333333
0.64 0.496666667
0.62
0.47
0.59
0.44
0.57 0.391666667
0.56
0.56
0.56
0.55
0.55

Slovenia
INSTITUECONOMIC
TIONAL
/ FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.433333333
0.66
0.5
0.66 0.516666667
0.67
0.575
0.67
0.6
0.68
0.65
0.68 0.683333333
0.65 0.683333333
0.65
0.675
0.64
0.595
0.64 0.543333333
0.65
0.545
0.63 0.491666667
0.6 0.503333333
0.6
0.64
0.64
0.64
0.64
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Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996

Sweden
INSTITU ECONOMIC
-TIONAL / FINANCIAL
SCORE
SCORE
0.775
0.85 0.783333333
0.85 0.791666667
0.85
0.775
0.85
0.725
0.84 0.741666667
0.83 0.791666667
0.84 0.791666667
0.82 0.758333333
0.82 0.706666667
0.85
0.665
0.84 0.688333333
0.84 0.538333333
0.83 0.566666667
0.83
0.82
0.82
0.81
0.81
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A.2 Transport Mode context typology
In this Annex, the following additional information regarding the Transport mode context typology is
included:
 A comprehensive presentation of the original typology dimensions and indicators (Table A.2.1)
 A full description of the steps taken to move from the original transport mode context
indicators (Task 2.2) to a list of key indicators to be further used in the consolidated BENEFIT
analysis (Task 3.1 and following). Subsequently, following steps are discussed:
o A selection of a suitable method for identifying the key Transport Mode dimensions
and indicators is made.
o Cases and variables that fit the analysis and methodology are identified.
o The data for the respective cases is prepared in such way that the selected
methodology could be executed.
o By applying the methodology, a final choice of the core indicators is made.

Presentation of the most important indicators
In the following Table, the main dimensions of our typology, their sub-dimensions, their respective
indicators and their impact on funding and financing are presented. This Table is shows that the final
proposed indicators “reliability and availability” are included under one of our three main typology
dimensions, “Users” dimension.
Table A.2.1: Transport Mode Context Typology dimensions and indicators
Dimensions

Sub-Dimensions

Indicators

Investment

Level of Sunkness of
investment
 Infrastructure
 Superstructure
Investments/Costs

Non sunk/sunk investments

Direct/Indirect
Impact on funding
and financing
schemes
Direct

Construction - CAPEX

Direct

Maintenance and Operation
OPEX

Direct

Project/infrastructure (Investment)
life cycle

Direct

Contract duration/ infrastructure
life

Direct

Number of freight vehicle-kms

Direct

Number of passenger vehicle-kms

Direct

Operational flexibility continuity

Rerouting

Indirect

Performance

Reliability
% time of disruptions during

Indirect

Lifetime

II. Users

Users
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Dimensions

Sub-Dimensions

Indicators

Direct/Indirect
Impact on funding
and financing
schemes

operation
Availability
% of availability (i.e. days in year)

Direct

Maintainability
% not available due to
maintenance,

Direct

Safety & security
cost of accidents

Indirect

Capacity

vehicles /hour

Indirect

Risks

Demand risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Regulatory risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Financial risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Revenue risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Design risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Construction risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Maintenance risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Exploitation risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Force majeure
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation
Climate change risk
 Risk Assessment
 Allocation/mitigation

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct

Direct
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Dimensions

Sub-Dimensions

Indicators

III. Market
Strength /
Competitive

Location

Type of connection:
 Interurban
o International
o National
o Regional
o Local
 Urban

Node within a Node

Link within a Link

Node

Link
Technical Harmonisation
Noise & pollution emissions
 Noise level per mode
 % of emissions per mode
Pricing
 degree of tariff freedom
State grants
 grants to cover infrastructure
costs
 grants/subsidies to cover the
operation of the infrastructure
Market
Liberalisation Index_LIB index

Level of Regulation Deregulation

Level of integration

Level of Exclusivity

Direct/Indirect
Impact on funding
and financing
schemes
Indirect

Indirect

Indirect

Indirect
Direct

Indirect

physical integration

Indirect

operational integration

Indirect

governance integration

Indirect

ICT integration

Indirect

Natural or induced monopoly and
influence of the transport network

Indirect

Source: BENEFIT Deliverable D2.2.

Selection of methodology
A good methodology to deal with the analysis/examination of only a limited number of cases with
limited information available is the Qualitative Comparative Analysis (hereafter QCA). This method
keeps the middle between a qualitative and a quantitative approach. The latter two extremes are
shown in Table A.2.2. The purpose of using the QCA in this task is to extract the combination of the
indicators that are the most important for the transport mode infrastructures from the perspective of
funding and financing. More particularly, we could interpret these indicators as the two most important
ones (two of the most important indicators) for explaining success in a transport infrastructure project.
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Table A.2.2: Case analyses extremes
Single case study

Study of case variation

Case-oriented

Variable-oriented

Small number of cases

Large number of cases

Qualitative

Quantitative

Intensive

Extensive

Within-case analysis

Cross-case analysis

Problem of representation

Problem of inference

Source: Fiss (2008)
Previous research has shown the appropriateness of qualitative methods, surveys and factor analysis
for assessing equifinality (Gresov and Drazin, 1997). Set-theoretic methods such as QCA offer a
systematic approach that at the same time can examine extensive numbers of different combinations
of indicators/variables but does not disaggregate the case as a variable-based approach would (Fiss,
2008).
Cases are considered combinations of attributes. They are coded for having membership in a set of
causal conditions. The information is formalised in a truth table, and Boolean logic is used to reduce
the table to a number of sufficient and necessary conditions. Set-theoretic methods allow us to strip
away elements that are not causally involved with the outcome. Furthermore, these methods allow to
measure “coverage,” i.e. the relative importance of different paths to an outcome, and “consistency,”
i.e. what proportion of observed cases are consistent with the pattern (Fiss, 2008).
Set membership need not be restricted to binary values but can be defined using fuzzy sets. More
than merely rescaling variables fuzzy sets tie variables to theoretical concepts and substantive
thresholds (Fiss, 2008).
QCA involves the imposition of theoretical and substantive knowledge in examining imperfect
evidence. In this regard, set-theoretic methods are faced with the same issues of causal inference as
all other methods that use non-experimental data. QCA is not useful in very small-N situations (e.g.
less than 12 cases). Effective use of QCA depends on the ratio of cases to causal conditions. QCA is
currently also not designed to do truly dynamic longitudinal analyses (Fiss, 2008).
All variables are transformed into fuzzy sets using the “direct” method of calibration (Ragin, 2008).
The rescaled measures range from 0 to 1 and are tied to their respective membership thresholds and
crossover points.
The Inclusion algorithm described in Ragin (2000) is the one used in most previous analyses using
fuzzy sets. However, this algorithm circumvents the creation of a truth table and thus forfeits some
analytical advantages when e.g. analysing limited diversity. The algorithm additionally allows the
calculation of consistency and coverage scores (Fiss, 2008).
In fuzzy set analysis, an important aspect relates to modelling the absence of the outcome. In this
case that means modelling the absence of high performance; note that this is different from modelling
causes leading to low performance. Using the negation of the outcome here leads to consistency
scores considerably below the acceptable level of 0.75, indicating the absence of a clear set-theoretic
relationship. Put differently: there are few configurations that consistently lead to high performance,
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but many configurations that lead to no high performance. Note that QCA thus allows for Causal
Asymmetry, a concept foreign to correlational methods that always perceive causal relations in
symmetric terms (Fiss, 2008).
The number of cases needed to do a reliable QCA is approximately 12. If the number of cases
surpasses 12, this means that QCA will give ever more reliable and valid results.

Identification of suitable cases and context and success indicators
PPP CASE STUDIES
In the following we can see the variables of the private case studies that are either kept or deleted and
also the cases selected for our analysis. The variables of the private case studies that are deleted are
the following 10:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Reliability ex ante
Reliability ex post
Availability ex ante
Availability ex post
Maintainability ex ante
Maintainability ex post
Safety-accidents ex ante
Safety ex post
Safety-fatalities ex ante
Safety-fatalities ex post

The variables kept for our analysis are the following 35:
1. Total investments
2. Contract duration
3. Reliability (scale)
4. Availability (scale)
5. Maintainability (scale)
6. Safety (scale)
7. Security (scale)
8. Regulatory risk allocation
9. Regulatory risk assessment
10. Regulatory risk mitigation
11. Financial risk allocation
12. Financial risk assessment
13. Financial risk mitigation
14. Revenue risk ex ante
15. Revenue risk ex post
16. Revenue risk (scale)
17. Design risk allocation
18. Design risk assessment
19. Design risk mitigation
20. Construction risk allocation
21. Construction risk assessment
22. Construction risk mitigation
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23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Maintenance risk allocation
Maintenance risk assessment
Maintenance risk mitigation
Exploitation risk allocation
Exploitation risk assessment
Exploitation risk mitigation
Force majeure risk allocation
Force majeure risk assessment
Force majeure risk mitigation
Type of connection (project locality in template)
Node/link
Level of integration
9
Level of exclusivity

Based on our data selection, there are available data for the 23-34 private cases and the cases with
the highest availability of data, that are selected, are 34. The 34 private case studies selected are the
following:
1. Attiki Odos
2. Rion-Antirion Bridge
4. Piraeus Container Terminal
7. Ionia Odos Motorway
8. Central Greece (E65) Motorway
9. BNRR (M6 TOLL)
10. M80 Haggs
11. A19 Dishforth to Tyne Tunnel
12. Metrolink LRT, Manchester
14. Radial 2 Toll Motorway
15. Eje Aeropuerto (M-12)
16. M-45
21. A2 Motorway Poland
22. Istrian Y
23. Reims tramway
24. Caen-TVR
25. Velo'V
28. Elefsina Korinthos Patra Pyrgos Tsakona Motorway
30. Via-Invest Zaventem
31. Brabo 1
33. Athens International Airport “Eleftherios Venizelos”
35. Liefkenshoek Rail Link
36. Venice offshore port
37. Metro De Malaga
38. M-25 Motorway London Orbital
40. Moreas Motorway
41. Larnaka Port & Marina re-development
42. Larnaca and Paphos (Cyprus) International Airports
49. Millau Viaduct
9

These 35 variables will be included in our analysis plus the “General level of project’s perceived
success” variable (total number of variables: 36).
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50. The Oresund Link
52. QUADRANTE EUROPA TERMINAL GATE
53. E4 Helsinki-Lahti
56. E18 Muurla-Lohja
57. Central Public Transport depot of the city of Pilsen
PUBLIC CASE STUDIES
In the following, we present the variables and the public case studies selected based on their
availability of data. The public cases with the most available data selected are 19. We checked the
variables (columns) of each of these 19 public case studies to see which of these variables have the
least information available. The variables that we suggest to leave out (because of restricted available
data) are the same ten that are proposed to be deleted from the private case studies. These variables
are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Reliability ex ante
Reliability ex post
Availability ex ante
Availability ex post
Maintainability ex ante
Maintainability ex post
Safety-accidents ex ante
Safety ex post
Safety-fatalities ex ante
Safety-fatalities ex post

Also, the variables that are suggested to be kept are the same with the ones of the private case
studies, apart from the variable “contract duration” which is not included in the public case studies
excel. The variables kept are the ones with more than 50% availability of data (information for at least
9 out of the 19 selected public case studies).
The 19 Public case studies selected are the following:
2. Tram T4 (Line 4 of Lyon Tramway)
7. PORT OF AGAETE
8. A5 Maribor - Pince Motorway
9. Combiplan Nijverdal
10. The Hague New Central Train Station
12. Koper - Izola Expressway
15. Gardermobanen (Airport Exprestrain)
16. Athens Tramway
17. Warsaw's Metro II-nd line
18. Motorway Е-75, Section Horgos – Novi Sad (second phase)
19. Belgrade By-pass Project, Section A: Batajnica-Dobanovci
20. Motorway E-75, Section Donji Neradovac - Srpska kuca
25. Météor
26. ATTIKO METRO (ATHENS METRO BASE PROJECT)
27. NEUBAUSTRECKE (NBS)
28. Sodra Lanken (The southern Link)
31. OW-plan Oostende-Integrated Coastal and Maritime Plan for Oostende
33. MXP T2-Railink-up
34. Blanka Tunnel Complex
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Data preparation
Based on the values available in the filled BENEFIT data protocol files for each of the cases, the
scaling described in Table A.2.7 was applied to the 35 selected indicators and the success indicator.
The resulting values are shown in Table A.2.3 for PPP cases and Table A.2.4 for public project cases.
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Table A.2.3: PPP case indicator input values
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Table A.2.4: Public case indicator input values
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Analysis and findings
In this section, a QCA analysis on the cases and with the data from the previous sections is performed
respectively on the PPP set of cases separately, the public set of cases separately and the combined
PPP and public set of cases.
PPP CASE STUDIES
Applying QCA to the PPP case studies leads to good results for a situation where two variables
explain a large share of the outcome: “Reliability” and “Availability”, representing 19 of the 35 cases,
with a good consistency, as shown in Figure A.2.1. There is one alternative that gives better results in
being applicable to 22 of the 35 cases, but its consistency is lower. It combines as key variables
“Duration” and “Availability”.

Figure A.2.1: Reliability – availability combination
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PUBLIC CASE STUDIES
Applying QCA to the public case studies leads to good results for a situation where two variables
individually explain a large share of the outcome, applicable to 9 of the 19 cases. There is one
alternative that gives equally good results, both in terms of number of cases covered and in
consistency: the combination of Reliability and Availability as shown in Figure A.2.2.

Figure A.2.2: Reliability – Availability combination
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COMBINED CASE STUDIES
Applying QCA to the combined case set of public and PPP case studies leads to good results for a
situation where the two variables are combined that gave the best scores also for the separate PPP
and public analyses: “reliability” and “availability”, as shown in Figure A.2.3. The combination fits 28 of
the 54 cases here. As we can see, the analysis fits slightly more than 50% of the cases but this is
sufficient in order to keep our proposed indicators as representative of all BENEFIT cases because in
the QCA, consistency is the most important factor. In this combination of indicators, the consistency is
quite high (0.847458). The number of cases mentioned refers to the cases which exactly comply with
the stated combination. Others may comply too, but not to the full extent.

Figure A.2.3: Reliability – Availability combination
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Table A.2.5: PPP case overview
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Table A.2.6: Public case overview
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Table A.2.7: Scaling of indicators
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A.3 Business Model typology
Dimension 1. Revenue enhancing through “bundling”
Two types of bundling were identified, namely:
 Transport related services and infrastructure with a scope of reducing the revenue/demand
risk
As discussed, these concern:
o Investments in infrastructure which are additional to the principle (or core investment)
and may be assessed as the ratio of the core investment over the total investment.
o The bundling with brownfield transport infrastructure with known and secure demand.
In this case the assessment is made through the ratio of known or materialised
demand over the total demand forecast.


Non-transport related activities.
These include a variety of activities aiming at non-transport services, which increase the
Revenue part of the Business Model. These activities may be assessed through the share of
revenues from these activities over the total revenues, the share of users/customers over the
total number served by the investment and/or the share of non-transport related investments
over the total investment.

Dimension 2. Revenue protection


Protection against competition (positioning of infrastructure in the network and induced
through the contract) in combination with required coopetition as foreseen in the planning of
the transport network.
The position of the infrastructure in the network is characterized by its level of exclusivity
(monopoly status) and level of integration with the transport network. A favourable
combination, naturally or contractually induced, may protect the project’s revenue streams.
The proposed indicator is qualitative.



Provision of services creating “captive” users
Quality is key in the provision of transport services. Table A.3.1 below lists a number of
common indicators assessing quality. Some of these indicators may be observed directly
such as availability (cfr. Åhrén, 2008) or reliability (cfr. Ministry of Transport of New Zealand,
2013). Others are latent and while various indicators exist (cfr. Humplick and Paterson, 1994;
Bhouri et al, 2013; Wardman et al, 2014) as presented in Table A.3.1, user/customer
satisfaction may be considered as an aggregate indicator for quality.

Dimension 3. Cost efficiency of Construction, Operational and Maintenance
This dimension includes:
 Life cycle planning
Life cycle planning is considered key in the promotion of cost reduction through the life cycle
of the project. While this process may be relevant to all cases of infrastructure investment, it is
considered to effectively exist only when the construction phase has been bundled with the
operation phase. Here a binary [0, 1] indicator is proposed.


The adoption of innovation or other efficiency interventions in construction or operation.
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Cost reduction in construction and operation is usually related to the adoption of new
materials, techniques and technologies. The measure of successful innovation included in the
delivery of the infrastructure and its services is proposed as an indicator. The adoption of
innovation concerns related cost of investment and outputs expressed as efficiency (reduction
of operating or construction costs, reduction in energy consumption and direct environmental
impact). The proposed indicators in Table A.3.1 reflect this proposal.
There is one objective indicator with respect to maintenance, which is widely applied and
included in the proposed indicators, i.e. maintainability.


Optimal risk allocation with respect to risks related to the Business Model (design,
construction, operation, maintenance, exploitation and others).
Optimal risk allocation is core in the overall cost minimization of any undertaking. While
undertaken ex-ante, it can only be assessed ex-post as an overall qualitative assessment.
Such an assessment needs to consider the initial rational allocation of risk (for example
construction risk can only be allocated to a technically competent partner), any ex-post
identified cost overruns and their underlying reasons and other relevant information. Under
this reasoning, a qualitative indicator is proposed as a measure.

Dimension 4. Agent’s

10

capability to manage the business model

At this point, a final dimension is added to the business model which relates to the agent’s capability
to manage all the above. This dimension is purely qualitative and concerns the capability to:
 Manage traffic demand risk. In many ways this is related to the “revenue protection”
dimension and the position of the infrastructure in the network.
 Manage revenue risk. This concerns whether the agent (operator) has business development
obligations as part of the project’s scope or whether its principal obligation is to provide
transport services. The agent’s inherent capability to influence business development is
crucial in this assessment (cfr. Roumboutsos and Pantelias 2015).
 Innovate and include cost efficiency measures. This is a combined assessment of contractual
incentives and the agent’s track record in innovation and cost efficiency.
Table A.3.1 summarises the proposed dimensions and indicators for the Business Model typology
including the proposed indicator variables (described under “Measure”). Variables that are critical in
assessing the dimensions and may be easier to obtain are described under “Key measure”.
Table A.3.1: Dimensions and indicators of Business Model typology
#
Dimension
Indicators
Measure
1
Revenue
Non transport
Non transport related revenues
Enhancement related activities
over total (%)
Non transport related users over
total (%)
Non transport
Non transport related investments
related investments over total (%)
Bundling with
Ex-ante secured demand over total
Brownfield project
forecast (%)
Bundling with other Core investment over total
transport
investment (%)
infrastructure

Key Measure
Non transport related
revenues over total
(%)

Core investment over
total investment (%)

10

The “agent” in this case is the infrastructure operator responsible for implementing the Business
Model.
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#

Dimension

2

Revenue
Protection

Indicators
investment
Level of Coopetition
Level of service

3

4

Cost
Efficiency

Capability to
manage the
Business
Model

Life cycle planning
Adoption of
innovation

Optimal Risk
Allocation
Capability to
manage Traffic
demand risk
Capability to
manage revenue
risk
Capability to

Measure

Key Measure

Qualitative indicator assessed based on the combination of
level of exclusivity (scale of 1 to 6) and level of integration.
Reliability:
Level of user
Time of disruptions during
satisfaction
operation over time of operation
(%)
Availability
Time available over period (e.g.
year) of operation
Safety & Security
Accidents over number of users (or
% reduced)
Fatalities over number of users (or
% reduced)
Security incidents over number of
users (or % reduced)
Comfort & Convenience
Time saved over alternative route
(%)
Reduction of fuel Consumed vs fuel
consumption on alternative route
(%)
Ratio of wait time to net
transportation time (%)
Ratio of congestion time to net
transportation time (%)
Ratio of interchange time (within
mode, between modes) to net
transportation time (%)
Binary indicator [1, 0]
Binary indicator [1, 0]
Relevant cost on investments (%)
Reduction in construction time (%)
Reduction in operation costs (%)
Reduction in energy consumption
(%)
Reduction in emissions (%)
Reduction in noise (%)
Maintainability
(% not available due to
maintenance, Expenditure on
maintenance)
Qualitative indicator

Binary indicator [1, 0]
Binary indicator [1, 0]
Binary indicator [1, 0]
Binary indicator [1, 0]
Binary indicator [1, 0]
Binary indicator [1, 0]
Binary indicator [1, 0]

Qualitative indicator

Qualitative indicator ranging from
serve provider to business
developer.
Qualitative indicator
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#

Dimension

Indicators
innovate

Measure

Key Measure

The combination of these four dimensions builds robustness into the Business Model. The
contribution of each dimension to the overall Business Model robustness is the focus of research in
the next BENEFIT work tasks.
Finally, it is important to mention that transport business models have a highly dynamic character.
Different stakeholders in a transport business model have different perspectives on what value is and
how this value has to be created and captured. The impact of external changes and development is
also different on the different stakeholders. For example, a change in transport policy or infrastructure
pricing (e.g. a higher toll) is perceived differently by the various stakeholders. As the context changes,
so does, the value appropriated changes. The same holds true for risks as different stakeholders
perceive risks differently, (cfr. Roumboutsos et al, 2013). Similarly, it is worth noting that, while
transportation business models are essential management tools for creating and capturing value, yet,
strategic decisions about responsibility and risk shape the type of business model to be developed.
Such a responsibility for activities and risk allocation requires certain types of organisational forms
and relationships amongst clients, private partners and public authorities (Davies, Frederiksen and
Dewulf, 2010; van den Hurk and Verhoest, 2015), which are organised through the applied
governance structure. This is further elaborated in report D2.3 of the BENEFIT project.
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A.4 Governance typology
Detailed background description of the indicators.
In Table A.4.1 we further provide a detailed background description for the indicators.
Table A.4.1: Governance indicators and descriptions
Indicator
Description
G1.The client selected
These variables were found to be statistical significant factors of project
only one service provider governance (PG). Note between Project Performance (PP) and PG was
[bidder] to participate in
found also a significant positive association (see i.e. Chen and Manley,
the pricing stage
2014). This couple of indicators is linked to the risk and reward sharing
G2.The client and the key regime component in a project as well as associated with the risk
awareness feature of an optimal risk allocation as seen by Ng and
service providers
Loosemore (2007).
[bidders] collectively
estimated the expected
project cost
G3.Encouragement of
This variable was found to be a statistical significant factor that ultimately
competition between
contributes to reduce transaction costs (Li, Arditi and Wang, 2013). This
bidders
variable favours uncertainty in the transaction environment for a project to
be reduced as well as is associated with the risk awareness feature of an
optimal risk allocation as seen by Ng and Loosemore (2007).
G4.Integration of design
This variable was found to be a statistical significant factor of PG (Chen
and construction
and Manley, 2014). This variable was also found to be a statistical
significant factor that ultimately contributes to reduce transaction costs (Li,
Arditi and Wang, 2013). This variable favours uncertainty in the
transaction for a project to be reduced as well as is associated with the
risk awareness feature of an optimal risk allocation as seen by Ng and
Loosemore (2007).
G5.The key service
These variables were found to be statistical significant factors of PG
providers [contractor] to
(Chen and Manley, 2014). This couple of indicators is linked to the risk
pay a penalty if
and reward sharing regime in a project as well as associated with the
completion dates were
incentives component of an optimal risk allocation as seen by Ng and
not met
Loosemore (2007).
G6.The key service
providers [contractor]
solely carried the risk of
rising costs
G7.The client and key
This variable was found to be a statistical significant factor of PG (Chen
service providers
and Manley, 2014). This variable is linked to the risk and reward sharing
[contractor] [to share]
regime component in a project as well as associated with the incentives
shared equal proportions
component of an optimal risk allocation as seen by Ng and Loosemore
of profit due to cost
(2007).
underruns
G8. Bonding
This variable was found to be a statistical significant factor of PG (Chen
requirements
and Manley, 2014). This variable was also found to be a statistical
significant factor that ultimately contributes to reduce transaction costs (Li,
Arditi and Wang, 2013). This variable favours uncertainty in the
transaction for a project to be reduced as well as is associated with
incentives components of an optimal risk allocation as seen by Ng and
Loosemore (2007).
G9. All exploitation,
Fair allocation of risk variable was found to be a statistical significant
commercial/revenue &
factor that ultimately contributes to reduce transaction costs (Li, Arditi and
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financial risks are shared

G10. Clauses enable
both updating of service
and price changes

G11. Clauses indicate
that client has an option
to terminate the
agreement without cause

Wang, 2013). This variable favours uncertainty in the transaction
environment for a project to be reduced as well as indirectly reflects
projects capacity to cope with risk as seen by Ng and Loosemore (2007).
This variable was found to be associated significantly with Pareto
improving amendments. Pareto improving amendments are considered as
renegotiations that improve the welfare of one party without worsening the
other (e.g., Guasch et al. 2007, 2008) in Susarla (2012). These Pareto
improving amendments usually lead to a reduction of transaction costs.
This variable is evidently connected with the contractual flexibility
component of the governance typology. Flexibility provisions reduce the
likelihood of rent seeking by both parties lowering maladaptation and
underinvestment (Susarla, 2012).
This variable was found to be associated significantly with Pareto
improving amendments. Pareto improving amendments are considered as
renegotiations that improve the welfare of one party without worsening the
other (e.g., Guasch et al. 2007, 2008) in Susarla (2012). These Pareto
improving amendments usually lead to a reduction of transaction costs.
This variable is connected with the contractual flexibility component of
governance typology. Termination for convenience rights grants unilateral
control to the client, reducing the likelihood that a contractor can engage
in opportunistic rent seeking. The threat of unilateral termination by the
client correspondingly lowers the likelihood of underinvestment by the
contractor. Such enhanced performance incentives for a contractor
correspondingly lower incentives for a client to force concessions or
strategic termination, lowering the likelihood of maladaptation and
underinvestment, facilitating smooth adaptation to unfolding contingencies
and leading to Pareto improving amendments (Susarla, 2012).
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A.5 Funding scheme typology
The original dimensions of the Funding Scheme typology as defined in Task 2.2 are shown in Table
A.5.1 below.
Table A.5.1: Funding scheme typology dimensions
Dimension
Description
I. Cost recovery

Ability of the available income sources to
cover the costs of the Project.

II. Risk of income

Risk of revenues, considering the revenue
streams and remuneration schemes that
base such incomes.
Incentives towards the project Agent caused
by the way its income streams are being
generated.
Effects of some forms of funding
(particularly pricing) on the efficiency of
deployment of the available infrastructures.
Effects of some forms of funding (like
pricing) on a possible effective
internalization of external environmental
costs including climate change, local air
pollution and noise (or even safety costs).
Effects of each type of funding on public
acceptability and/or equity concerns and
consequent political viability of the scheme.
Transaction and market distortion costs
caused by the sources of revenue streams

III. Incentives to Agent

III. Allocative efficiency

IV. Internalization of
environmental costs

V. Acceptability and
equity
VI. Marginal costs of
funding

Optimal outcome (within
Project scenario)
The expected income
streams fully cover the costs
of the Project
Project revenues have low
risk
Income revenues are fully
aligned with desirable
operating behaviour by Agent
Demand allocation in
infrastructure network is
efficient
External costs caused by
infrastructure users are
internalized

Funding scheme obtains
acceptance by public
Costs of funding are minimal
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End of report
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